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ABSTRACT 

ROSEVELT MORRIS 
THE EFFECT OF MISSION EDUCATION ON CONGREGATIONAL COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT AT LEXINGTON BAPTIST CHURCH, LEXINGTON, SOUTH 
CAROLINA 
Under the direction of RONALD JOHNSON 

The following question serves as the underlying problem of the project: What is 

the mission orientation of Lexington Baptist Church and can it be changed with mission 

education and congregational engagement within the local community? Lexington 

Baptist Church must understand, embrace, and incarnate the mission Dei if it is to be 

rightly called a missional community of faith. 

The thesis project will help the reader understand the effect of mission education 

on congregational engagement at Lexington Baptist Church. The writer will use the 

program development and evaluation method for the thesis project. First, the writer will 

use an initial survey to the entire congregation as a data collection instrument. Secondly, 

an educational study on mission education will be conducted for four weeks on 

Wednesday evenings. The class time will be an hour per session. At the completion of the 

educational study, interviews will be conducted for those that complete the study. 

Thirdly, following the education completion interviews, participants had the opportunity 

to be engaged in local ministries. Fourthly, a second set of group interviews will be 

conducted with those who participate in the community ministries. 

xi 
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Overall, the investigator believes that Lexington Baptist Church should focus on 

mission education and local engagement if she is to be a strong missional church in the 

21st Century. The church should focus on mission education in three distinct areas: the 

theological and biblical foundations of mission, the practical (the marketplace, building 

relationships with people), and developing disciplines of the faith. 

The Church must acknowledge the need to be on mission with God and 

participate fully in local engagement. As the local church continues to consider its future 

in mission, it will need to recognize its potential of being a missional church and the 

dividends that will be paid as it seeks to be more faithful to its calling. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE LOCAL CHURCH UNDERSTANDING OF MISSION EDUCATION AND 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

Understanding mission and local community engagement is critical in the 21 

century church. Mission is the nature and essence of the church. The local church is 

called to join God's mission in the community and world. The lack of understanding the 

mission of the church can lead to a weak and ineffective church in the local community. 

In most of our churches, ask what people think about "mission," and immediately 
you get responses about "people over there" in faraway places across the globe, 
people who have "little or no knowledge" about Christ, among whom our 
missionaries are working to bring the light of the gospel. Shift the focus by 
saying, "No, I mean local mission right here." Now what you hear about are 
benevolent projects for helping the poor and disadvantaged. Again you say, "But 
what about evangelizing your own community?" Then the conversation shifts to 
the ways the church is seeking to attract, gain, and retain new members.1 

George Hunsberger and Craig Gelder, authors of Church Between Gospel and 

Culture, offer significant insight concerning of the mindset that is at the root of a major 

misconception and misunderstanding of missiology in the Western Church. 

Understanding the role of mission in the local church can be confusing if the approach is 

taken lightly and construed with the idea that mission only involves going to the 

international fields to share the gospel, or sharing with those who have little knowledge 

1 George Hunsberger and Craig Van Gelder, The Church Between Gospel and 
Culture: The Emerging Mission in North America (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996), 4. 

1 
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of Christ. Mission education and local engagement is imperative to understanding the 

nature of the church. A more proper understanding of mission in the local church and 

the pitfalls of local church understanding can be illustrated in a study of Lexington 

Baptist Church. It will include a description of Lexington Baptist Church and its 

perceived lack of missional engagement in the local community. A discussion of the 

following terms will be included: mission, missions, and missional. Overall, the 

underlying thesis of this project is to determine Lexington Baptist Church's 

understanding concerning mission in general and the effect of local engagement in the 

community. 

Mission, missions, and missional church—There are many conversations about 

the mission of the church in today's society. What do these terms mean to people that 

follow Jesus Christ? What is the mission of the church? Does mission differ from 

missions and missional? Does the nature of mission have anything to do with the growth 

and decline of the church? What role will understanding God's mission for the local 

church play in our engagement into the local community? It is critical for the church to 

revisit the mission of God for the local church. Getting back to the basics of our mission 

will lead the church to be more effective in society. 

It is imperative that the church of North America re-discover the true essence of 

mission. The Mission is more than a set program or strategy for the church. The 

Mission is about God. Bishop Lesslie Newbigin and others have helped us focused on a 

more clear understanding of mission. Mission is God's and God is calling and sending 

the church in our own societies, and within the various cultures in which we find 

ourselves. Neither the structures nor the theology of our established Western traditional 
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churches is missional. The focus must be on God's mission rather than our agendas and 

priorities. As a sending people, the church will join God in mission. 

Lexington Baptist Church 

Lexington Baptist Church is 10 miles outside of downtown Columbia, South 

Carolina. The church is located right in the heart of Lexington. The facilities are updated 

with adequate education space, a family life center, and a new children's building. Our 

church family has all the brick and mortar that any spiritual family needs. 

The congregation of people is fairly traditional-minded in its mindset. The 

majority of the people like traditional music, hymns, and praise. There are a growing 

number of young adults that prefer contemporary styles of music and worship. Of 

course, expository preaching and programmatic order of service guides the times of 

worship for the two blended worship times on Sundays (9:00 a.m. and 10:15 a.m.). In 

addition, a third worship service (11:30 a.m.) is geared toward those that desire a 

different mode of worship and praise. The message is the same but worship style is 

different from the blended services. Our church tends to do a lot of event-driven activities 

and programs. 

The ministries of the church are age-appropriate for infants and toddlers, children, 

youth, young adults, middle-adults, and senior adults. The church ministries suffer from 

a lack of members becoming involved in ministry. Some of our people would say that 

prayer and missions is our major emphases. In the area of prayer, our congregation 

encourages people to pledge annually to pray for the congregation daily and commit to a 

Darrell Guder, Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in 
North America (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 5. 
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weekly time in the prayer room. Missions is understood by many as taking an 

international trip to our partnership region in Central Asia. This same group of people 

does not understand missions in the local community. In the past three or four years, the 

church has been without a Missions Pastor. Fewer people have participated in the 

international trips or engaged in local community missions. 

However, both prayer and missions have a lack of direction because of burnout 

among the congregation, lack of mission leadership, and just a simple nonsensical 

attitude of how vibrant both can be in the life of the church. Weekday ministries consist 

of a pre-school for children, Wednesday evening supper, Bible Study and prayer. 

Wednesday evening Bible Study and prayer are poorly attended. The church attendance 

is about 1400 - 1600 people on Sundays and on Wednesday evenings, the church sees 

about 200 - 300 people. Most of the senior adults will come for supper and leave 

immediately after dinner. The youth attendance averages 75 - 100 persons on Wednesday 

evenings. Our church staff and leaders are still grappling with reaching the young adults 

and middle-aged adults for weekly Bible Study. Our church focuses very heavily on the 

inward growth of the membership. The major weakness of the church in this writer's 

view is that our focus has become so inwardly driven until we have lost a sense of 

sending or going forth into the local communities with the gospel of Christ. 

At Lexington Baptist Church, it will be helpful to review and assess the many 

ministries that overlap. The church's major focus is inwardly driven by equipping those 

who are part of the fellowship. We know how to plan big events and plan the next 

worship service. Yet, there is the gap of moving beyond ourselves into the local 
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communities. The congregational team leaders must be willing to see God's mission 

with new eyes and then take up the challenge of being a new church for a new day. 

Mission 

Mission, according to David Bosch, is undergoing transformation. He continues: 

"Mission has been a word that was used to refer to a particular activity of the 
church, primarily ministry working across various boundaries, be they 
geographic, cultural, or socioeconomic. Church leaders who have used 
"missions" in this way have often referred to missionaries being sent to particular 
locations or to particular populations."3 

However, David Bosch believes that mission in the last fifty years has undergone 

a significant shift from its definition primarily as a task of the church to its new definition 

in the very nature of the church. This new definition of mission clarifies a better 

understanding of "mission" and the purpose of the church. Bosch states that "a theology 

of mission is being replaced by missiology theology."4 Here mission is understood as 

being inherent in the very nature of the church because the triune God is seen as a 

missionary God.5 

J. Dudley Woodberry states, 'To many, mission is widely defined as, 'God's total 

program for humans."'6 Mission is the work of God for humanity. This idea suggests 

that God has provided an opportunity for the people of the world to gain understanding 

Van Gelder, The Missional Church and Leadership Formation: Helping 
Congregations Develop Leadership Capacity (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2009), 155. 

4 Ibid., 210. 

5 Ibid. 

6J. Dudley Woodberry, Charles Van Engen, and Edgar J. Elliston, Missiological 
Education for 21st Century: The Book, the Circle and the Sandals (MaryknoU, NY: Orbis 
Books, 1996), 215. 
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about the Creator. God's total program for humans can be known through the Bible as 

men and women living out a relationship with Jesus Christ. He goes on to say, "mission 

can be narrowly defined as an enterprise devoted to proclaiming the good news of Jesus 

Christ, and to persuading men and women to become his disciples and responsible 

members of his church."7 

Mission is not merely an activity of the church. It is the result of God's initiative 

in his desire to restore, redeem, and revive humanity. Mission means sending and is the 

central biblical theme describing God's action in human history according to Alan Hirsch 

and Darryn Altclass.8 This sending is embodied and lived out daily in the life of the 

believer. It is the external movement of engagement in God's mission that compels the 

church to reach the lost with the gospel. The challenges the church faces today are 

enormous. George Bullard, consultant and coach for congregations and denominations, 

states, "North America has at least 350,000 religious congregations. Each year about 

one percent of those churches die. That means that 10 years from now, 35,000 

congregations will no longer exist. Will your church be one of them?"9 Therefore, it is 

critical that each church revisit the mission of God for the local church. The church that 

follows the mission of God will inherently find herself joining the initiatives and 

purposes of God. 

7J. Dudley Woodberry, Charles Van Engen, and Edgar J. Ell is ton, Missiological 
Education for 21s' Century: The Book, the Circle, and the Sandals (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis 
Books, 1996), 215. 

Alan Hirsch, The Forgotten Ways Handbook: A Practical Guide for Developing 
Missional Churches (Grand Rapids: Brazos Press, 2009), 87. 

9 George Bullard, "Opinion: Will Your Congregation Still Exist in 10 Years?" 
Associated Baptist Press, online: http://www.abpnews.eom/content/view/4573/9/. 
(accessed 18 June 2011). 

http://www.abpnews.eom/content/view/4573/9/
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In Liberating the Church, Howard Synder, says, "Today much of the church 

moves with a massive misunderstanding of its own nature and mission. Especially in 

North America, the church shows little perception of the economy of God and therefore 

of the ecology of the church in God's plan. Many believers still operate with a static, 

institutional understanding, seeing the church as buildings, meetings, programs, 

professional clergy and special techniques of communication, evangelism and church 

growth."10 

Robert Warren suggests a different pattern of observing and engaging the mission 

of God. He believes: 

A church effectively engaged in mission will see that participating in the missio 
Dei will involve shifting emphasis from a focus on the life of the local church, 
and a concern to keep everyone in it happy (which too easily passes for pastoral 
concern), to a concern for the world in its needs, joys, and struggles.1' 

The work of engagement will include a wide variety of opportunities of ministering to the 

sick, the grieving, the dying, as well as the wealthy, behaviors and ethics, moods and 

values. The community will recognize the body of believers because of its presence and 

behavior. The community will know that this fellowship of believers cares about the 

local community. 

It has been my experience at Lexington Baptist Church that too often the 

members of this fellowship equate the "church" with the brick and mortar. The church 

leaders of this fellowship are constantly faced with the challenge of leading the people to 

look beyond the material and see changed lives that follow after the heart of Christ. 

10Howard Synder, Liberating the Church: The Ecology of Church and Kingdom 
(Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 1983), 68. 

1' Robert Warren, Building Missionary Congregations (Glasgow: Church House 
Publishing, 1995), 26. 
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People do not see themselves as the church without the building. Understanding the 

mission of the church becomes even more difficult because members of the church do not 

understand that the church is the mission of God. Misunderstanding the mission of God 

leads to ill-informed pathways in the world. Milfred Minatrea states it best, "The body 

of Christ will seek to accomplish His purpose. Those who bear his image are sent to 

serve his mission, missio Dei; in the same way that Christ was sent to accomplish the 

Father's purpose.",2 

Mission vs. Missions 

There is a distinct difference between mission (singular) and missions (plural). 

On one hand, mission refers to the missio Dei (God's mission). David Bosch suggests 

that the missio Dei is God's self-revelation as the One who loves the world, God's 

involvement in and with the world, and in which the church is privileged to participate.13 

Moltmann follows up with a powerful statement about understanding the mission, "It is 

not the church that has a mission of salvation to fulfill in the world; it is the mission of 

the Son and the Spirit through the Father that includes the church."14 It is this writer's 

opinion that the missio Dei is God's activity, which embraces both the church and the 

world. The church is privileged with the opportunity of participating in it. Mission is 

Milfred Minatrea, Shaped by God's Heart: The Passion and Practices of 
Missional Churches (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2004), 8. 

David Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission 
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1991), 390. 

14 Jurgen Moltmann, The Church in the Power of the Spirit: A Contribution to 
Messianic Ecclesiology (London: SCM Press, 1977), 64. 
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the work of God, the Trinity, the Victor, the Sustainer of Life, the Creator, and the 

Redeemer, by which the church is called to participate. 

The church finds her meaning and purpose by seeking God's heart, studying 

God's Word, and participating in God's mission in the local community and the world. 

God's mission allows a human response to participate or not in the redemptive call to the 

world. Moreover, "to be a Christian is to be in Christ, and to be in Christ is to participate 

in the incarnate mission of God in our local community."15 

Although church mission ministries can be expressed locally, nationally, and 

internationally, mission is not first about geography, but philosophy. Minatrea reminds 

us that, "It is not about where the church is, but who the church is, and what it is here to 

accomplish. It is not location-based but relation-based."16 Wherever believers are, 

those among whom they live and work constitute the mission field. Being missional is 

about living real genuine lives among those that we know. Our friends and 

acquaintances need to see the real us living our faith daily wherever we abide. 

If Christians are genuine, mission ministries must start at home. Minatrea states, 

"As God begins to shape the disciple's heart, the pattern of living among those closest to 

us becomes paramount, because words alone will not change the assessment others make 

of the reality of our faith."17 Christians should show up in the marketplaces of life just 

as though they are hanging out with the Christian brothers and sisters. Our communities 

need to see us, hear us, and know our faith in Jesus. 

15 Robert Warren, Building Missionary Congregations: Towards a Post-Modern 
Way of Being Church (Glasgow: Church House Publishing, 1995), 19. 

16 Milfred Minatrea, Shaped by God's Heart, 92. 
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Mission education includes exposing followers of Christ to the heart of God and 

his activity in the local community and the world. The church must faithfully share with 

the local fellowship the importance of the mission of God. In sharing God's mission to 

others, it will cause movement and action beyond the knowledge. The mission belongs 

to God and not the church. Mission is the essence of the church and prayer is one way 

the church finds direction into local communities. 

Missions 

On the other hand, missions refer to particular forms, related to specific times, 

places, or needs, of participation in the missio Dei. Missions reflect the activity of the 

church in the mission of God. For example, some mission education activities may be to 

help kids understand other cultures around the world. An activity may be like the 

following: Children love to play games all around the world. The following games are 

from different countries: Widdy (England), Pusa at Aso (Philippines), and Chinese Get 

Up (Chinese). These games can help children understand the culture of other cultural 

children by learning how to play and participate in these games. Missions afford 

engagement and activities encourage the heart of the church to encounter humanity and 

the world as though God is already at work. 

Michael Frost suggests that we live missionally as simply as this: "Following 

Christ means engaging meaningfully with the lives of others. How could we possibly 

believe that we could model our lives on him and remain distant from the poor, the 

confused, the struggling, and the lost? Following Christ means more than not drinking 
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or swearing in polite company."18 It means facilitating ministry for teenage mothers. It 

means preaching the gospel in a refugee camp. It means feeding the hungry. It means 

providing shelter for the homeless. It means providing tutoring sessions for students 

struggling with math, English and science. It means raking the leaves for the elderly and 

shut-in. It means reaching out to those that the Holy Spirit will lead you to minister in 

your spheres of influence. It means going into the marketplaces where we work daily 

with a message of hope and redemption to build relationships with our co-workers and 

friends. 

Missional 

In the late 1990s, the word "missional" was introduced to the church's vernacular 

by pastors, church leaders, and seminary professors who were part of a group known as 

The Gospel and Our Culture Network. They sought to help congregations in the United 

States better understand how to respond to their rapidly changing contexts.19 Missional is 

a way of living, not an affiliation or activity. 

Alan Hirsch defines missional church in the following way: 

Missional church is a community of God's people that defines itself, and 
organizes its life around, its real purpose of being an agent of God's mission to 
the world. In other words, the church's true and authentic organizing principle is 
mission. When the church is in mission, it is the true church. The church itself is 
not only a product of that mission but is obligated and destined to extend it by 
whatever means possible. The mission of God flows directly through every 

Michael Frost, Exiles: Living Missionally in a Post-Christian Culture (Peabody, 
MA: Hendrickson, 2006), 141. 

Ibid., 25. 
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believer and every community of faith that adheres to Jesus. To obstruct this is to 
block God's purposes in and through his people.20 

The term missional is incamational. It is about putting flesh to the gospel and making it 

come alive. Missional people identify God working and moving in their towns and 

cities. They connect the dots by uniting their efforts toward Almighty God. Missional is 

about a movement of God among the many activities of people. The good news of the 

gospel finds itself relevant in the contextual environments we participate in daily. 

Followers of Jesus Christ are the hands, eyes, and feet of Jesus in our communities and 

neighborhoods. 

Brad Briscoe, author at Missional Church Network, has written many articles 

concerning the missional church. Briscoe offers the following three theological 

distinctives about the missional church: 1) The missional church is about the missionary 

nature of God and the church, 2) the missional church is about the church being 

incamational rather than attractive, and 3) the missional church is about actively 

participating in the missio Dei, or mission of God."21 

These theological distinctives are succinct to understanding the missional church 

in the redemptive work of God. They remain true to the mission and nature of God's 

purposes for the church. Christians are mobilized to follow the example of God sending 

the Son, the Father and the Son sending the Holy Spirit, and the Father, the Son and the 

Spirit sending the church into the entire world. The missional church of God is about 

sending people into the world rather than waiting for the world to come to us. They 

20 Alan Hirsch, The Forgotten Ways: Reactivating the Missional Church (Grand 
Rapids: Brazos Press, 2006), 82. 

21 Brad Briscoe, "What is 'Missional'?" Missional Church Network, online: 
http://www.missional churchnetwork.com/ (accessed 30 May 2011). 

http://www.missional
http://churchnetwork.com/
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embody the message to those around them as opposed to declaring, "Y'all come." A 

missional church focuses its activities on the agenda of God's mission as opposed to one 

or two planned programs each year. 

The missional church understands the importance of networking and building 

relationships, friendships, and acquaintances for mission. Lexington Baptist Church is 

beginning to branch out beyond our inner circles of influence and reaching new people. 

It is a challenge because we have always worked with those that are "like us." In The 

Shaping of Things to Come, the authors suggest the stronger a church can build the nets 

of friendship with other Christians and not-yet-Christians, the greater the likelihood of 

effective mission occurring. The missional church lives, eats, and works closely with 

its surrounding community, developing strong links between Christians and non-

Christians. 

Missional means "sent." Missional is not a place where one arrives but a 

direction in which one moves.23 The most challenging New Testament concept of being 

missional is found in Matthew 28:19, which reads, "Go and make disciples of all 

nations..." Missional has an inseparable twin. It is called "incarnational." Jesus Christ 

expects Christians to represent him. Jesus modeled it thusly in Matthew 9:36: "When he 

saw the crowds he had compassion on them because they were harassed and helpless, like 

sheep without a shepherd." 

Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch, The Shaping of Things to Come: Innovation 
and Mission for the 21s' Century Church (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2003), 47. 

Reggie McNeal, Missional Renaissance: Changing the Scorecardfor the 
Church (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2009), 38. 
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In The Tangible Kingdom, Hugh Halter, says, "When we think about the 

extending the mission to the world, we have to take the issue of leadership seriously. 

How are we going to meet all the social and practical needs of our neighborhood, let 

alone our cities, without more leaders?"24 Jesus said in Matthew 9:37-38, "The harvest 

is plentiful but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of the harvest, therefore, to send out 

workers into the field (NIV)." God's call to the church is to pray for, call out, and make a 

priority of sending more people into the world. 

Craig Van Gelder says, "In being missional by nature, local congregations seek 

to reach beyond themselves into their local areas to bear witness to the reign of God and 

to invite others into the community of faith."25 He goes on to say that they must "learn 

the language of faith because they are created by the Spirit. But they are also responsible 

to learn the language of their specific settings because they are contextual."26 

Churches across the board must reclaim the idea of the early church as a sending 

entity of Christ. The church has depended on agencies (denominations and boards) far 

too long to do this for us. The church should recapture this moment in history as a wake-

up call about our mission. The missional church is the people of God partnering with 

God in his redemptive mission in the world. 

Understanding God's mission for the local church is critical to the message of 

Jesus Christ and local engagement in the community. The mission of the church must be 

24 Hugh Halter and Matt Smay, The Tangible Kingdom: Creating Incarnational 
Community, The Posture and Practices of Ancient Church Now (San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 2008), 175. 

25 Milfred Minatrea, Shaped by God's Heart, 78. 

Craig Van Gelder, The Essence of the Church: A Community Created by the 
Spirit (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Books, 2000), 168-169. 
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understood with the experience and identity of Christian individuals and community. 

The church organizes around the mission, ministry activities follow because ministry is 

the means by which the mission is accomplished. 

The next chapter will help the reader understand the foundation of mission and 

the biblical and theological learning of the mission of the church. Acts 1:8 will be a key 

part of understanding the mission of the church and local engagement in the community. 



CHAPTER 2 

FOUNDATION OF MISSION: ACTS 1:8 AND THE 
MISSIONAL NATURE OF THE CHURCH 

The Christian mission is a major issue to many people in Christendom. It is 

talked about extensively as many try to give meaning to the term mission and separate its 

distinctions from missions and missional. It is difficult to articulate because it is ever-

changing and God initiated. Mission is the result of God's initiative, rooted in God's 

purposes to restore and heal creation.' Perhaps, one can say that mission is a movement 

of God throughout the Earth seeking to guide and direct humanity into a relational and 

redemptive fellowship. It is bigger than the human eye and heart can articulate and 

imagine. It is about God's movement and human beings trying to interpret, translate, 

describe, internalize, and intentionally live out the meaning of it all. David Bosch offers 

this meaning of mission: 

Mission is understood as being derived from the very nature of God. It is thus put 
in the context of the doctrine of the Trinity, not of ecclesiology or soteriology. 
The classical doctrine of the missio Dei as God the Father sending the Son, and 
God the Father and the Son sending the Spirit is expanded to include yet another 
"movement": Father, Son, and Holy Spirit sending the church into the world.2 

1 Darrell Guder, Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in 
North America (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 4. 

David Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission 
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1991), 390. 

16 
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Simply stated, mission begins with God and it ends with God. The mission of the 

church is centered on the purposes of God. Therefore, the church's mission is 

characterized by design to what God desires for the people of God. The missio Dei 

emerges from the nature of who God is. Mission is thereby seen as a movement from 

God to the world; the church is viewed as an instrument for that mission. In The Book, 

the Circle and the Sandals, the authors suggest the following: 

We in the West must move beyond anti-colonialism to world thinking. We must 
see that the earth is being united through interlocking sociocultural systems. We 
must recognize that God is raising up a world church, and that we are no longer 
the center but partners with churches in other lands.3 

The mission precedes the movement of God and the activities by which God's people 

emerge. God's people are throughout the world. The people of God must have a biblical 

worldview for all the peoples of the earth. 

Foundations for Mission 

First chapter of John's gospel describes the incarnation of Christ when he took on 

human form and moved into the neighborhood in an act of love that the world had never 

known. Christ put on flesh and dwelt among us. The church follows suit after the heart 

of Christ by pursuing those in the local community with presence and acts of kindness, 

mercy, and justice. By doing so, the church creates space for mission to take place. Our 

3 J. Dudley Woodberry, Charles Van Engen, and Edgar J. Elliston, Missiological 
Education for the 21s' Century: The Book, the Circle and the Sandals (Maryknoll, NY: 
Orbis Books, 1996), 37. 
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mission happens within the framework of God's mission (missio Dei); it is the starting 

point in conversations about mission across nearly every Christian tradition today.4 

The mission of God connects the Trinity in the movement of creation. The 

people of God respond to the indwelling Holy Spirit to engage the world around them. 

Newbigin's thought helps us understand that God's Christian mission embodies the 

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit as revealed to us. The full Godhead is actively at work in 

the life of the church. 

The first century church started shortly after the first Easter celebration of the 

resurrected Savior, Jesus Christ. The disciples proclaimed the gospel throughout Israel. 

In the beginning, the gospel did not spread pervasively among the Jewish and Gentile 

communities. The Jewish Christian community was not opposed to it, but they did not 

go out of their way to win Gentiles. However, there was a breakthrough of the gospel at 

Antioch. Antioch became the first city in which Christianity gained a footing, a church 

community made up of both Jews and Gentiles. Luke, the writer of Acts, records the 

first evidence of the disciples called "Christians" (Acts 11:26). 

The Christian community expanded rapidly. There was a great sense of a new 

humanity between the Hebrew and Greek communities. They were able to eat and 

fellowship together. This new community of Christians could forge ahead a new way of 

life in Jesus Christ. The mission of God, sending the resurrected son of man, Jesus, into 

the world as the Savior of the world laid down a new foundation for the people in the 

4 Richard Bliese, The Evangelizing Church: A Lutheran Contribution 
(Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 2005), 12. 
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world. Darrell Guder states that mission involves being sent out.5 Guder's reference to 

being and doing in the world is problematic for followers of Jesus as we grapple with the 

understanding that we are the "church." The task of following Christ in the community 

is not always as easy as our conversations. It requires a daily effort of seeking to be like 

Christ as we deny ourselves and elevate the cross of Christ (Luke 9:23). 

The mission of the church must be understood in conjunction with experiences 

with Christ and our daily livelihood in our places of professional services and the local 

community. Every follower of Christ becomes a witness and minister of the gospel. 

Michael Frost suggests that the church should live missionally by practicing the presence 

of Christ. He explains this concept: "to take delight in and become accustomed to his 

divine company, speaking humbly and conversing lovingly with him all the time, at every 

moment, without rule or measure."6 The church's mission is based upon who Jesus 

Christ is and what God has accomplished through him. The New Testament bears 

witness to these events and happenings of the life and ministry of Christ which are the 

foundation for the existence of the church. First Peter 1:3 testifies to this truth: "By 

God's great mercy we have been born anew to a living hope through the resurrection of 

Jesus Christ from the dead." Mission has to do with the purpose of being sent out into 

the local community and world. 

If mission is what God is about in the life of the Church, congregations should be 

asking the following: "What are we doing to join Christ more supremely in God's 

mission in our community and the entire world?" Perhaps, congregations can find it 

5Darrell Guder, Be My Witnesses: The Church's Mission, Message, and 
Messengers (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1985), 10. 

6 Michael Frost, Exiles: Living Missionally in a Post-Christian Culture (Peabody, 
MA: Hendrickson, 2006), 64. 
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helpful by engaging the current ministries that overlap by asking, "What are we doing 

that may be stopping our participation in God's mission within the larger community of 

our fellowship?" 

The foundation of the church will reap many benefits as she strives toward the 

mission of God. Ronald Johnson calls churches to a new approach that he calls 

"kingdom-oriented" which embraces the missio Dei—The Mission of God."7 Johnson 

argues this will require churches to shift away from an institutional ethos. He offers five 

components for making this shift: "(1) Immersed in Mission, (2) Salt, Light, and 

Context, (3) A Ministry Based Mind-set, (4) An Inclusive Spiritual House, and (5) 

Commitment to the Family of God."8 These components are vital to the advancement of 

the gospel in the community. They represent the hands-on touch of the gospel with 

people. Furthermore, Robert Banks echoes this thought by saying, "Jesus does not call 

people to be his servants but to join him in working for the kingdom."9 The local 

church will seek to follow Christ by making disciples while engaging in God's mission. 

This new "kingdom-oriented" approach will focus on reaching beyond the walls as 

ordinary people going about their daily lives outside of the meeting place. 

Acts 1:1-8 
But ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you: and ye 
shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judaea, and in Samaria, 
and unto the uttermost part of the earth (NIV). 

7 Ronald Johnson, From the Outside In: Connecting to the Community Around 
You (St. Louis: Lake Hickory Resources, 2006), 20. 

8 Ibid., 21-25. 

9 Robert Banks, Reenvisioning Theological Education: Exploring a Missional 
Alternative to Current Models (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 99. 
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The central idea in the mission promise of our Lord at the beginning of Acts is the 

announcement that the disciples will be God's witnesses. The verses declare that when 

the Spirit of God comes upon them that the disciples will have power to be witnesses in 

Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria and to the entire world (Acts 1:8). The disciple of Christ 

becomes the bearer of the Good News of Christ. "Be my witnesses" defines the 

fundamental mission of the church, derives from its establishment and empowerment as 

described in Acts.10 

The Lord has empowered the Church to be witnesses, not the judge, and jury. 

Witnesses simply relate what they have experienced, thus providing evidence to the truth 

of something. We are to witness in word and deed to the truth of Jesus being alive in us. 

Witnesses bear witness to the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ in the world 

today. 

The Greek word used for "power" here is "dunamis," and it means "miraculous 

power." This word can also be translated as "ability," "might," and "strength." It is the 

root word from which we derive our words "dynamic" and "dynamite." The word relates 

to the Holy Spirit as the source of power in the life of the believer. Without this power 

source the follower of Jesus cannot actively engage the world at-large with the gospel. 

The writer says explicitly to the reader, "But you shall receive power..." The power 

source connects the follower of Christ with the presence and power of God in the world. 

W. O. Carver defines mission as "the extensive realization of God's redemptive 

purpose in Christ Jesus by means of human messengers." ' ' It begs the question 

Darrell Guder, Be My Witness: The Church's Mission, Message, and 
Messengers (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1985), 42. 
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whether or not we are doing justice to the doctrine of Christ without fully expounding the 

missionary purpose and ministries for which Christ came, lived, and died? He continues 

The missionary purpose and outreach of God are essential factors in the work of 
Christ. The challenge of the believer is to be a "missionary," a "sent one," by the 
Holy Spirit through the church to bear the witness to Christ and proclaim the 
revealed message of God's redeeming act in Christ Jesus.12 

The church must ready herself to be on mission with God. God exists throughout the 

world. Followers of Christ are immersed back into the local community and 

marketplaces of life with the gospel that is for all people. The people of God serve as the 

witnesses of Christ as a presence and voice of the One who sends them into the 

community and world. 

Jesus specified an orderly progression in the way we should be his witnesses. 

First, we start in Jerusalem (i.e., where we live). Then, we go to Judea (i.e., those 

nearby). Next, we take the Gospel to Samaria (i.e., every religious and ethnic group). 

Finally, we go to the ends of the world. 

In his Letters and Papers from Prison, Dietrich Bonhoeffer said, "The Church is 

the Church only when it exists for others."13 The church exists for humanity in that it is 

the spiritual body of Christ and it is sent to be a witness and servant. As the Father sent 

Jesus, so Jesus sends his disciples into the world for the sake of the world. The disciples 

who would save their lives will lose them, but those who would spend their lives in the 

" George Peter, A Biblical Theology of Mission (Chicago: Moody Press, 1972), 
26. 

12 Ibid. 

13 Deitrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison (New York: McMillian, 
1953), 203. 
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world for the sake of the gospel of reconciliation shall find them (John 15:13; 20:21; 

Matt. 10:39). Thusly, we could define mission with Bishop Stephen Neill, as "the 

intentional crossing of barriers from Church to non-church in word and deed for the sake 

of the proclamation of the gospel."14 God's mission for the church is for the people of 

the world to embrace for all eternity. 

Jesus told his disciples in Acts 1:8, "You shall be my witnesses" beginning in 

Jerusalem and spreading outwardly (to Judea and Samaria, geographically and culturally 

to the ends of the earth. A number of people have made much conversation about the 

geographical and cultural expansion of the church. Perhaps, we can say that the church's 

existence shall be one of witness in all the Earth regardless of particular places and 

cultures. 

Followers of Jesus can be his witnesses because "all authority in heaven and on 

earth has been given to Christ" (Matthew 28:18, NIV). We can be ambassadors of 

reconciliation because God has reconciled us and the world to himself in Christ 

(2 Corinthians 5:16-19). We can love one another because our souls have been purified 

"by our obedience to the truth for a sincere love of the brethren" (1 Peter 1:22). These 

biblical imperatives are not impossible and they are feasible. 

For example, the spiritual leaders of Lexington Baptist Church encouraged our 

congregation to participate in the following as acts of Loving Lexington through hands-

on missions. These weeks of participation are indications of missional activity. The 

schedules of events were as follows: 

Wednesday, April 27: Rally Night! 
The kick-off of Loving Lexington! 

14 Charles Van Engen, God's Missionary People: Rethinking the Purpose of the 
Local Church (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1991), 28. 
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Members of our congregation joined together for an hour of worship and praise. 

Wednesday, May 4: School Supply Night, Red Bank Elementary School 
Members and their families learned more about our partnership with Red Bank 
Elementary School and the many opportunities to serve the children enrolled 
there. Members were asked to assemble school supply care packages. 
Members were asked to bring school supplies with them to help fill the care 
packages for the children. 
Items Needed: Kleenex tissues, glue sticks (4 each), EXPO dry erase markers 
(wide-tip) (2 each), #2 wooden pencils (8-12 each), cap erasers (4-6 each), and 
wide-ruled notebook paper (2 packs each). 

Wednesday, May 11: Military Night 
Care packages from home mean so much to our soldiers. 
We assembled packages for our military and heard firsthand about the importance 
of this ministry to our soldiers on active military service. We wrote encouraging 
notes and put them in each package to let them know that we care and are praying 
for their safety. 

Wednesday, May 18: Community Servants Night 
Sheriff Metts was our guest speaker at this special night dedicated to our local 
community servants at the police and fire department. Families saw a police 
helicopter, bomb truck, bomb robot, boat, street patrol cars, and a fire truck right 
here on the church campus. We showed our community servants how much we 
appreciate all that they do for us every day! 

Wednesday, May 25: Food Drive, Lexington Interfaith Community Services 
(LICS) 
Food bags were filled and we prayed for the recipients of each bag. 
On Wednesday, we delivered the food bags to LICS and learned about the many 
services provided by LICS and how to volunteer. 1,297 pounds of food were 
carried down the hill to LICS. 

Wednesday, June 1: Samaritan's Well 
Samaritan's Well is a Christ-centered, cross-denominational organization created 
to evangelize and minister to the needs of women and their dependent children in 
the greater Lexington area. Members learned how families can plug into ministry 
at Samaritan's Well. We also ministered to these special women and children. 

There are several amazing observations about Loving Lexington through hands-

on missions. First, the youth and teenagers overwhelmingly participated each evening of 

service. The number of students ranged from 40-85 each Wednesday evening. Second, 

we could literally count the number of participating adults on our hands. The parents 
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were dropping their children off and picking them up an hour later. Why? We do not 

know or understand the dilemma. Third, the attendance waned each week as we 

gathered to bring our items or goods. The activities were about bringing material goods 

that would support others. We did not focus on how we could connect with people, 

build relationships, and share the gospel. Fourth, some people asked if we were going 

to continue to bless the ministries in our community. Fifth, there were those who 

participated only because of their affinity to the local service in the area. For example, a 

great number of adults came out on the night we prepared care packages for the military. 

Richard Rouse states that "God's active presence in congregations and their larger 

contexts invites congregations to rethink their identity and to reframe their approach to 

ministry in order to more faithfully participate in God's mission."15 This picture depicts 

what several authors are conveying in terms of becoming a missional congregation. 

Lexington Baptist Church has a great mission around her and the challenge is ours as we 

look with new eyes and capture the heart of God for a new day with the gospel in our 

local communities. Meanwhile, Robert Warren says 

The mission structures of the church need to be shaped for the double dialogue 
between both the surrounding community and the spirituality of the church. Too 
easily the church has the mission structures, but has become cut off from its own 
core values. The mission structures then cease to be transparent to faith or 
engaged in mission. Too often the church has many bridges into the community, 
but the gospel seldom travels along such bridges. 

Perhaps, on one hand, the week of Loving Lexington was filled with tangible blessings of 

our community. On the other hand, the gospel was disconnected to the bridges of the 

different partnerships within the community. A lesson that can be learned from these 

15 Richard Rouse, A Field Guide for the Missional Congregation: A Journey of 
Transformation (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 2008), 202. 
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opportunities is to never forsake the redemptive mission of the church toward those who 

can be reconciled to God. 

The Missional Nature of the Church 

Being missional involves an active engagement with every aspect of life as a 

follower of Christ. According to Michael Frost and Alan Hirsh, authors of The Shaping 

of Things to Come, "the missional church adopts an apostolic, rather than a hierarchical, 

mode of leadership." By apostolic they mean a mode of leadership that recognizes the 

fivefold model detailed by Paul in Ephesians 6."16 It abandons the triangular hierarchies 

of the traditional church and embraces a biblical flat-leadership community that 

unleashes the gifts of evangelism, apostleship, and prophecy, as well as the popular 

pastoral and teaching gifts.17 The church will better position herself to leave the comfort 

zones of religion and live comfortably among non-Christians, becoming salt and light. 

Reggie McNeal suggests three things if the church is to think and live missionally 

as we engage the mission of God: 

1) From internal to external in terms of ministry focus 
2) From a program development to people development in terms of 

core activity 
*Q 

3) From church based to kingdom based in terms of leadership agenda. 

The concepts that McNeal espouses toward the missional church are radical. It certainly 

turns thinking upside down and right side up. This approach in the 21st century 
16 Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch, The Shaping of Things to Come: Innovation 

and Mission for the 21st Century Church (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2003), 12. 

Reggie McNeal, Missional Renaissance: Changing the Scorecard for the 
Church (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2009), xvi. 
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demonstrates a new attitude and strategy facing the church. Undoubtedly the scorecard 

will change. No longer will the attendance be the norm for measuring progress in the 

church. The church needs a new measuring stick for spiritual success. Presently, the 

church rewards church attendance at activities without the impact of its vitality. 

McNeal's approach helps the local church shift to the external ministry focus, people 

development, and a kingdom based leadership agenda. 

Changing the scorecard at Lexington Baptist Church will not be easy. However, 

the church is at a pivotal moment where the spiritual leadership of the church is asking 

the tough question that may afford the opportunity of leading in that direction. The 

scorecard currently used is not efficient enough to grant the qualitative data and facts of 

how we are doing spiritually as a church family. Collecting the weekly numbers can no 

longer be the end result or measuring rod for spiritual achievement. Lack of community 

and accountability becomes part of the new scorecard for the future church at Lexington 

Baptist Church. Identifying with the local communities and networking with new 

people becomes the scorecard. We must change our thoughts about what it means to be 

a disciple, shifting the emphasis from studying about Jesus to following Jesus into the 

local community and the world in order to join God in his redemptive mission. 

Reggie McNeal states the following: 

The missional church is not a what but a who. Thinking about church in who mode 
focuses on what it means to be the people of God. The central task is developing great 
followers of Jesus, believing that God has created people to demonstrate his redemptive 
intentions to the world in and through them. This perspective frames an agenda so that 
the community of faith may encourage all its members to be faithful to God and to his 
mission as they live out being the church in the world.19 

Reggie McNeal, Missional Renaissance, 20. 
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God sent Jesus and the Holy Spirit into the world, God sends his people into the 

world. God helps leaders to move from an internal focus to externally focus, from 

maintaining the existing institutional systems to developing incarnate opportunities of 

local engagement. Lexington Baptist Church must join the movement of God by 

actively engaging in the local community and around the world with the gospel. 

Biblical and Theological Thoughts of Mission 

God's mission is inclusive. No one is abandoned in the mission of God. Ed 

Stetzer writes, "The theological concept of missio Dei, the mission of God, recognizes 

that God is a sending God and the church is sent." He continues, "The church needs to 

realize that mission is its 'fundamental identity.'" It embraces both the poor and the 

rich, both the oppressed and the oppressor, both the sinners and the devout. God's 

mission is one of dissolving alienation and breaking down walls of hostility, of crossing 

boundaries between individuals and groups. God forgives us of our sins and we are to 

forgive others. 

Matthew: Mission as Disciple-Making 

The Gospel of Matthew gives an account overwhelmingly of the early church and 

the experience of mission. The Great Commission is at the center of the mission of God 

for the church. The key passage that emphasizes the Great Commission message is 

Matthew 28:18-20. It says, "and then Jesus came to them and said, 'All authority in 

20 Ed Stetzer, "The Missional Nature of the Church and the Future of Southern 
Baptist Convention Churches," The Mission of Today's Church: Baptist Leaders Look at 
Modern Faith Issues (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 2007), 73. 
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heaven and earth has been given to me. Therefore, go and make disciples of all nations, 

baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and 

teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you 

always, to the very end of the age' (NIV)." Matthew writes as a Jew to a predominantly 

Jewish Christian community. In the writings of Matthew's gospel, he tries to convey a 

message to his community toward missions in their setting. It is clear that Matthew 

does not see his community as a sectarian group but boldly and consciously as the church 

of Christ (he is the only evangelist who uses the word etadnaia, "church"). 

The phrase "go therefore" clarifies the mission agenda of the church where we, as 

followers of Jesus Christ, see ourselves not simply as a called together people, but also as 

a called out people. Gary Nelson suggests that part of the journey following Christ will 

"require that we substitute that which is comfortable to us" for "that which will be 

comfortable for you."21 The going into the entire world is a major undertaking as a 

disciple being obedient to the heavenly Father. The gospel is for all people. 

The theme of discipleship is central to Matthew's gospel and to Matthew's 

understanding of the church and mission. Disciple is a far more central theme in 

Matthew compared to the other synoptic gospels. The term occurs seventy-three times 

in Matthew, compared to forty-six times in Mark, and only thirty-seven times in Luke. 

It is the only name for Christ's followers in the gospels. A disciple imitates someone 

else. In the case of the "Great Commission," disciples are followers of Jesus Christ, and 

they make others into what they themselves are, disciples. 

Gary Nelson, Borderland Churches: A Congregation's Introduction to 
Missional Living (St. Louis: Chalice Press, 2008), 5. 
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Discipleship is part of the worldwide mission of God. Gary Nelson expresses 

the role of the disciple eloquently as he writes, "Word and deed, gathered and scattered, 

the church is imaged as a gathering of disciples living a distinct and special purpose."22 

It does not end in North America: it extends itself to the ends of the world. Followers of 

Jesus Christ are to go, no matter the distance, next door, around the corner, across the 

street, to the next region, city or town, nook or cranny, valley or mountain, state, country 

or nation and make disciples. 

Discipleship is the fundamental task of the New Testament church. Stetzer and 

Putman write, 

Discipleship begins prior to conversion. Discipleship involves participation in 
community prior to conversion. Discipleship often involves participation and 
experience prior to conversion. Discipleship often involves participation in 
service prior to conversion, and Discipleship often involves participation in 
missions prior to conversion.23 

It is critical that followers of Jesus Christ reproduce themselves if indeed the Kingdom 

of God is to expand. The expansion of the gospel in North America appears to be at a 

standstill among those who comprise our churches. The gospel is being preached, 

however, disciples of Jesus Christ are not making other disciples. We are not reaching 

new people with the gospel. 

At the same time, Minatrea suggests that the church notices one of the distinctive 

traits of missional churches. Missional churches "measure growth by their capacity to 

11 Ibid., 53. 

Ed Stetzer and David Putman, Breaking the Missional Code: Your Church Can 
Become a Missionary in Your Community (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 2006), 106 -
107. 
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release rather than retain."24 The church should ask itself "How do we measure 

growth?" The church often measures growth by size rather than by maturing and 

releasing disciples. The church in North America must rise to new levels of commitment 

to be disciple-making people of God. 

Luke-Acts: Practicing Forgiveness and Solidarity with the Poor 

Luke shares a number of themes about Jesus and the early church. Some of the 

themes in his writings are the ministry of the Holy Spirit, repentance and forgiveness, 

prayer, love, acceptance of your enemies, justice and fairness in human relationships. 

He places emphasis on the poor, women, tax collectors, and Samaritans. Perhaps, the 

marginalized groups of people are special to Luke's writings. 

Some of the major ingredients of the Lukan paradigm are found in the 

pneumatology, the correlation of the Jewish and Gentile missions, witnesses, repentance, 

forgiveness of sins, and salvation, preaching the good news of peace by Jesus Christ, 

ecclesiology, adversity and suffering. Let me briefly discuss these "concepts" for the 

benefit of understanding the mission of God and the church. 

Luke has given a considerable amount of discussion on the Holy Spirit. He did 

not introduce this notion only at Pentecost. The Spirit becomes the catalyst, the guiding 

and driving force of mission. The Spirit of God descended upon Jesus Christ at 

baptism, and now lives in the hearts of those that follow. Mission is the direct 

consequence of the outpouring of the Spirit. The indwelling Spirit of God guides each 

disciple inwardly to join the Father in the mission for church and world. The Spirit of 

God led disciples in the mission. 

24 Milfred Minatrea, Shaped by God's Heart, 112. 
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Luke was able to correlate the Jewish and Gentile missions. God is no respecter 

of persons. It is God's mission to see that the redemptive message of Jesus Christ speaks 

to all people—Jews or Gentiles and slave or free. There is no partiality from God's 

perspective. Listen to Peter speaking in Cornelius's house, "I now realize how true it is 

that God does not show favoritism but accepts people from every nation who fear him 

and do what is right" (Acts 10:34-35). 

Witnessing is crucial for understanding Luke's paradigm for mission. In Acts, 

"witness" becomes the immediate term for "mission." It is similar to the "witness" used 

in John 15:27, which says, "You are witnesses because you have been with me from the 

beginning." (NIV) Most of all, as disciples of Christ live and have their being, "The 

presence of the Spirit will make them witnesses." 

Luke's demonstration of repentance and forgiveness of sins is built on the 

response to salvation. He formulates this well with the life of Paul in Acts 26:17-18 

(NIV), "I will rescue you from your own people and from the Gentiles. I am sending 

you to them to open their eyes and turn from darkness to light and from the power of 

Satan to God, so that they may receive forgiveness of sins and a place among those who 

are sanctified by faith in me." Paul took every opportunity to remind people that 

Gentiles have an equal share in God's inheritance. 

Preaching the good news of peace by Jesus Christ is another ingredient of the 

mission. Peacemaking and nonviolent resistance to evil, self-destructive hatred and 

vengeance are a part of the message of the gospel. There is no room for vengeance and 

Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret: Introduction to a Theology of Mission 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995), 58. 
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repaying evil in the life of the disciple. Jesus prayed for those that crucified him (Luke 

23:34). 

The next chapter will focus on mission education and community engagement: a 

study of Lexington Baptist Church in action. 



CHAPTER 3 

MISSION EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: A STUDY OF 
LEXINGTON BAPTIST CHURCH IN ACTION 

The investigator's purpose of the mission education study and community 

engagement centered on the underlying problem of the project: What is the mission 

orientation of Lexington Baptist Church and can it be changed with missional education 

and congregational engagement within the local community? The mission of Lexington 

Baptist Church must be more than a few mission trips. Lexington Baptist Church must 

understand, embrace, and incarnate the missio Dei if it is to be rightly called a missional 

community of faith. In order to understand the mission orientation of the congregation, 

first a survey instrument was used, secondly, an educational study was conducted, 

thirdly, a praxis of ministry with five intentional local ministries of engagement were 

made available, and fourthly, rubrics were used to evaluate interview responses to study 

and praxis. 

The Survey Instrument 

The survey instrument of the entire congregation was primarily for data collection 

regarding general attitudes and knowledge of mission. The development of the survey 

instrument for a general sense of attitudes about mission and participation in outreach 

toward local engagement was not as complicated as the investigator had conceived. 
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While many of the church members are conversant about the mission of the church, their 

actual activity in local engagement was of potential interest. It was imperative to gather 

the data and present it prior to the education study of mission. Understanding the mission 

of the church and participating in local ministries goes hand and hand as the body of 

Christ lives out their commitment and faith. 

The survey instrument consisted of questions about each individual's church 

participation, congregational and community involvement, congregational and 

community, and church identity. There were a total number of 17 questions that sought 

to understand the participants' orientation to mission. 

Development 

Prior to the educational study, a survey was conducted among attendees of 

Lexington Baptist Church in which information was gleaned from participants regarding 

general attitudes and knowledge of mission and local missions within the context of the 

church (See Appendix B for the Survey Instrument). The findings of this survey 

instrument were shared with a select group of volunteers to participate in a four-week 

study period concerning the mission of the church. Each session was conducted for 60 

minutes. The select group of participants was comprised of 25 persons with an average 

attendance of 16 persons. The group was made up of persons that have interest in 

missions and members of the Global Impact Team (missions committee). Evaluation of 

the course, which was achieved through interviews, follows in Chapter Four. In 

addition, the investigator asked participants of the educational study of mission, to 

engage a ministry in the local area of their choice with five specific ministry 
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opportunities offered. The five missions for local engagement were Lexington Interfaith 

Community Services (LICS), DayBreak Ministries, Red Bank Elementary Mentoring, 

Streetside Ministries and Prison Ministry. The investigator will detail the implementation 

of the mission study and the opportunities of engagement. 

Administration 

The survey instrument was administered on four Sundays in the month of May 

2011. The surveys were distributed through Sunday School classes. First, on May 1, 

2011, surveys, along with the consent forms, were distributed to Sunday School classes. 

Sunday School teachers collected and separated consent forms from the surveys and 

placed them in a box at the entrance of the door for collection to be picked up by one of 

the Global Impact Team members. Two hundred eighty two (282) surveys and consent 

forms were collected the first Sunday. The second Sunday, May 8,2011, the Global 

Impact Team members were not expecting a great response due to the Mother's Day 

holiday. The investigator and team members had anticipated that persons would not give 

much thought to it. Nevertheless, there were 61 surveys and consent forms returned. 

The third Sunday, May 15, 2011, the process ran as smoothly as the first Sunday, with 42 

returns of the surveys and consent forms. Finally, on the fourth Sunday, May 22, 2011, 

16 surveys and consent forms were collected. Chapter Four reports the results of the 

survey administered to the members of the congregation through the Sunday School. 
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Educational Study: Understanding God's Mission for the Church 

The educational study of the mission of the church emphasis utilized four specific 

components in its purpose of affecting the knowledge of the group. The emphases were: 

(1) general knowledge of the mission of the church and biblical mandates, (2) followers 

of Christ sharing God's love in the mission, (3) followers of Christ in the marketplace of 

the mission, and (4) followers of Christ practicing the disciplines of the faith in the 

mission. Overall, the study provided a wide range understanding of God's mission of 

the church with a connection to local ministry engagement. 

A four-week educational study was developed and taught to a group of 

volunteers. The course was offered to 25 adults in the church. The purpose of the study 

was to discuss the general concept of the mission of the church and how that is expressed 

in the life of the church. The sessions began on August 2, 2011 and lasted for four 

consecutive weeks. The study is outlined in some detail in Appendix C. A synopsis of 

the study is found below. 

Week 1: The study began with an emphasis on the importance of understanding 

the mission of the church. The Bible is the source for understanding the mission of the 

church, and in this initial session several biblical texts pertaining to the mission were 

discussed. The survey was reviewed from the data collected, followed by an overview 

of the entire course. 

Week 2: This week's study sought to provide information about understanding 

God's mission as followers of Christ through sharing God's love. The investigator led 

the class in a study that would prepare the participants to share their personal stories with 
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others. Several specific biblical texts were discussed. The importance of listening to 

others' stories was emphasized as critical to the journey of being on mission with Christ. 

Week 3: The study session was about understanding God's mission for the 

Church in the marketplace for followers of Christ. In this study period, students were 

taught the importance of building relationships with new people. The students were 

challenged to be risk takers for Christ while being intentional at the same time. Biblical 

examples were shared concerning relationships among others. 

Week 4: The final session was concerned with understanding God's mission for 

the Church through practicing some disciplines of the faith. The disciplines discussed 

were prayer, repentance, studying the Word of God, and praise and worship. The class 

was invited to engage a ministry in the local area of their choice. 

Twenty-five persons enrolled in the educational study, with an average attendance 

of 16 persons. Each class was taught for a 60-minute session. At the end of the 4-week 

study, participants were interviewed about their learning in the class, and the results 

follow in Chapter Four (See Appendix D). 

Praxis of Ministry: Opportunities of Local Engagement 

At the completion of the educational study, participants were invited to engage in 

a ministry in the local area of their choice. The local ministries of engagement allowed 

the participants to practice their learning beyond the walls of the facilities. The ministries 

of engagement were: Lexington Interfaith Community Services (LICS), Daybreak Crisis 

Ministry, Red Bank Elementary School Mentor, Prison Ministry, and Streetside 

Ministries. Participants made their choice of local ministry for engagement and 
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proceeded forward by taking the initiative to go, sign-up, and participate. They started 

August 24th, 2011, for four consecutive weeks. Each ministry is detailed below. 

1. Lexington Interfaith Community Services (LICS) - The mission of this 

organization is to provide assistance for individuals and families who are 

emerging from hurting situations by providing for basic needs and by creating 

environments which allow people to make hopeful life changes. Volunteers are 

needed to help with food distribution, intake, and clothing pantry distribution. 

2. Daybreak Crisis Ministry - The mission of this organization is to: preserve the 

lives of the unborn children; preserve the health of expectant mothers; evangelize 

and disciple in accordance with Scripture. Daybreak accomplishes this mission 

through the operation of crisis pregnancy centers, counseling, education, 

relational interaction, and referrals. Volunteers are needed to pray and/or serve 

in various capacities such as a counselor or receptionist. Many office volunteers 

are needed to plan workdays for youth or women's groups at one of the centers. 

Other volunteers may host a baby shower at a local church. The qualifications 

needed to be a volunteer are a love relationship with Jesus Christ, a listening ear, 

a smile, a love for hurting people, a few hours of available time, an attitude of 

hope and joy. 

3. Red Bank Elementary School Mentors - The mission of this organization is to 

educate students. Red Bank Elementary School is located in Lexington, South 
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Carolina, and is one of 14 elementary schools in the Lexington One School 

District. It is a public school that serves 590 students in grades K-5. Volunteers 

are needed to mentor boys and girls one day a week for an hour preferably during 

lunch time. 

4. Streetside Ministries - An Interdenominational Christian ministry that reaches out 

to the homeless of Columbia, South Carolina which is located downtown. Every 

Monday night, a group, ranging in all ages, meets at The Shack on the University 

of South Carolina Campus. After meeting, the team divides food and supplies 

and then goes out to a bus stop in downtown Columbia and Finley Park where 

many homeless people reside. At these stops, food is served to the homeless and 

volunteers get to know who they are and where they come from. The goal of the 

team is to serve as many as possible and build relationships with several, in hopes 

of sharing the gospel of Jesus Christ with them. When we finish for the night, the 

team meets back at The Shack to share prayer requests and pray for those we met. 

All food and supplies are provided by members of the ministry team or those 

individuals, groups, and churches who have partnered with the ministry. 

5. Prison Ministry - Participants make weekly visits to the Kirkland Correctional 

Institution. They provide Bible Study and worship opportunities for the inmates. 

The prison ministry provides opportunities for inmates to interact with person on 

the outside. These inmates are able to share their life stories with volunteers and 

volunteers have the opportunity to share their journey with inmates. 
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At the completion of the opportunities for engagement in the local community, 

participants were interviewed (See Appendix F). The opportunities of local community 

engagement allowed participants to experience the educational study and the practice of 

ministry first hand. There were more stories about their experiences than is possible to 

include in full. A few of these stories are included in the next chapter. 

Rubrics 

Rubrics were used to interpret all findings. The first rubric corresponds with the 

Educational Study Interview Completion Questions (Appendix D) and measured levels of 

learning using specific key terms and concepts that learners should know. The 

investigator scored 0 points for any questions if the participants could not recall any of 

the specific key terms and concepts that were taught, 5 points for any questions the 

participants could somewhat recall, and 10 points if the participants thoroughly defined 

the specific key terms and concepts that were taught. With ten questions on the 

interview, a total score of 0 would mean that the participant did not gain any knowledge 

as a result of the 4-week study. A score close to 50 would mean that the participant 

gained some knowledge. A score totaling near 100 would mean that the participant 

gained a great deal of knowledge. 

The second rubric measured levels of engagement and attitudes within the local 

ministry praxis component of the project (Appendix F). The investigator gave 0 points if 

the participant stated negative comments regarding the local community mission project, 

5 points if the participant expressed neutral comments regarding the local community 

mission project, and 10 points if the participant expressed positive comments regarding 
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the local community mission project. There were five questions on the interview. The 

closer the participant's score was to 0 indicated that the participant experienced a 

negative response with the local community mission project. If a participant received a 

score close to 50 points, the participant experienced a positive response with the local 

community mission project and has a strong possibility of committing to future 

engagement in the local community. 

The following is a summation of the findings of these surveys and the appropriate 

rubrics that were used. 
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Educational Study Interview Completion Questions Rubric 1 

1. What is the 
mission of LBC? 

2. What is your biblical 
understanding of the 
local church's 
mission? 

3. What is the meaning 
of the phrase "missio 
Dei"? 

4. What scriptures 
give evidence to 
the meaning of 
mission? 

5. What is the 
meaning of the 
phrase "gospel"? 

6. How can the 
church reach the 
local community 
with the gospel? 

7. How does the LBC 
participate in local 
church's mission? 

8. What is the 
meaning of the word 

"missional"? 

9. What is the 
meaning of the 
word "missionary"? 

10. How can the 
church powerfully 
impact the 
community with 
the gospel? 

0 

Participant does not 
state the mission of 
LBC 
Participant does not 
state a biblical 
understanding of the 
local church's 
mission 
Participant does not 
define the word 
"missio Dei" 

Participant does not 
state any scriptures 
that give evidence to 
the meaning of 
mission 

Participant does not 
define the word 
"gospel" 

Participant does not 
state any ways that 
the church can reach 
the local community 
with the gospel 

Participant does not 
state how the LBC 
participates in the 
local church's 
mission 
Participant does not 
define the word 
"missional" 

Participant does not 
define the word 
"missionary" 

Participant does not 
state how the church 
can powerfully 
impact the 
community with the 
gospel 

5 

Participant partially 
states the mission of 
LBC 
Participant partially 
states a biblical 
understanding of the 
local church's 
mission 
Participant partially 
defines the word 
"missio Dei" 

Participant states at 
least two scriptures 
that give evidence to 
the meaning of 
mission 

Participant partially 
defines the word 
"gospel" 

Participant states at 
least two ways that 
the church can reach 
the local community 
with the gospel 

Participant partially 
states how LBC 
participates in the 
local church's 
mission 
Participant partially 
defines the word 
"missional" 

Participant partially 
defines the word 
"missionary" 

Participant partially 
states how the church 
can powerfully 
impact the 
community with the 
gospel 

10 

Participant clearly 
states the mission of 
LBC 
Participant clearly 
states a biblical 
understanding of the 
local church's 
mission 
Participant clearly 
defines the word 
"missio Dei" 

Participant states 
three or more 
scriptures that give 
evidence to the 
meaning of mission 

Participant clearly 
defines the word 
"gospel" 

Participant states 
three or more ways 
that the church can 
reach the local 
community with the 
gospel 
Participant clearly 
states how LBC 
participates in the 
local church's 
mission 
Participant clearly 
defines the word 
"missional" 

Participant clearly 
defines the word 
"missionary" 

Participant clearly 
states now the church 
can powerfully 
impact the 
community with the 
gospel 
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Praxis Evaluating Participants' Experience Questions Rubric 2 

1. Describe your 
feelings about 
engaging in a local 
community mission 
project 
2. What was your 
attitude for 
participating in local 
missions? 

3. What did you 
glean from the 
mission project? 
4. Will you 
participate in 
another mission 
project outside the 
church? 

5. What did you 
learn from this 
experience? 

0 

Participant's 
feelings were 
negative toward 
engaging in a local 
community project 
Participant's 
attitudes were 
negative toward 
participating in local 
missions 
Participant gleaned 
very little from the 
mission project 
Participant will 
definitely not 
participate in 
another mission 
project outside the 
church 
Participant did not 
learn anything from 
the experience 

5 

Participant's 
feelings were 
neutral towards 
engaging in a local 
community project 
Participant's 
attitudes were 
neutral toward 
participating in local 
missions 
Participant gleaned 
some from the 
mission project 
Participant might 
participate in 
another mission 
project outside the 
church 

Participant learned a 
little from this 
experience 

10 

Participant's 
feelings were 
positive toward 
engaging in a local 
community project 
Participant's 
attitudes were 
positive toward 
participating in local 
missions 
Participant gleaned 
a lot from the 
mission project 
Participant 
definitely will 
participate in 
another mission 
project outside the 
church 
Participant learned a 
great deal from this 
experience 

Summary of Rubrics 1 and 2 

First, a significant number of participants could not define the terms "missio Def 

and "missional". Perhaps, they were the ones who did not make it to class or they forgot 

the information. Secondly, a significant number could not state how the Lexington 

Baptist Church participates in the mission of the local church. Thirdly, many could not 

clearly state how the church can powerfully impact the community with the gospel. 

Most of the participants who had positive feelings about engaging in a local 

mission project were already involved in some type of local ministry. On the other hand, 

the participants who had never engaged in a local mission project prior to this experience 

had negative feelings about their involvement. Almost all of the participants with initial 
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negative feelings gleaned a lot from the experience and are committed to being involved 

again. The next chapter will provide a comprehensive analysis of the praxis. 

In Chapter 4, the investigator will examine in details the research and how he 

went about analyzing the ministry situation. It will detail any changes to the research 

process and explain the impact of those changes. The investigator will proceed with the 

survey data, interpretation, education study and interviews, praxis and interviews, 

analysis and explanation of it, and explain its impact on understanding the orientation of 

mission and to encourage Lexington Baptist Church toward a fuller understanding of 

mission. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE IMPACT OF MISSION EDUCATION AND 
CONGREGATIONAL ENGAGEMENT 

The underlying thesis of this project is to determine what Lexington Baptist 

Church understands about mission in general and the effect of local engagement in the 

community. The ministry research project intersected the life of Lexington Baptist 

Church as it sought participants who volunteered their time and ideas related to mission 

through (1) completing an initial survey to explore their backgrounds and experience with 

local missions, (2) a 4-week study group that learned the biblical concept of mission 

education in the life of the church from the investigator, and (3) a group that engaged in 

local missions. These participants committed time and effort in the educational study and 

the ministry praxis that both required a month of study and local engagement. 

Conducting of the Research 

A survey was conducted among attendees of Lexington Baptist Church in which 

information was gleaned from participants regarding local missions outreach within the 

context of Lexington Baptist Church (See Appendix B for Survey Instrument). The 

survey instruments were collected by a lay leader of the Global Impact Team at 

Lexington Baptist Church in order to keep the anonymity of the participants. Four 

hundred surveys were collected and the tabulation of the data was done outside of the 
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church's office hours. The investigator has stored the surveys in a secure file and will 

hold them for three years. For purposes of clarity, the interpretations of findings are 

interwoven with the results of the data. 

Results of the Research 

The first purpose of the survey was to find out if the participants had participated 

in local missions outreach ministries at Lexington Baptist church, and if so, how many 

times. The investigator tracked five separate groups: (1) those who had never 

participated in local missions, (2) those who had participated once in the last year, (3) 

those who had participated twice in the last year, (4) those who had participated three 

times in the last year, and (5) those who had participated four or more times within the 

last year. Among those groups, the investigator sought to classify the participants as to 

age, gender, length of membership, worship attendance, marital status, distance from 

their home to the church, and whether or not they would invite people to church. 
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Figure 1 is a visual representation on how many of those completing the survey 

had participated in local mission outreach ministries at Lexington Baptist Church within 

the last year. The greatest number of people surveyed had not participated in local 

outreach ministries at Lexington Baptist, yet a large number had participated one and two 

times within the last year. Throughout the surveys, there were some who did not answer 

specific questions. For this particular question, it is assumed that the person had not 

participated in local outreach ministries if the person had omitted this question. 

It was the investigator's desire to take the information gleaned from the first 

question and seek to compose a profile of those involved in local outreach niinistries. 

The profile consists of the participants' ages, gender, regularity of church attendance, 

proximity of the distance between the participants' homes to the church, whether or not 

the participants invite persons to church, and the participants' preferred methods of 

receiving communication from the church. 

Figure 2: Participants' Age Ranges 

• Ages 18-30 

a Age 31-45 

a Ages 46-60 

a Ages: 61+ 
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Of those surveyed, the 31-45 age group had the greatest number of people who 

participated, followed closely by the 46-60 age group. The 61+ age group is also very 

much engaged in local outreach missions, while the 18-30 age group is the least active. 

This could be due to the fact that many of them are single adults just starting careers 

and/or younger couples raising families. 

Of the survey respondents, 42 percent are male and 58 percent are female. Not 

surprisingly, Figure 3 shows that the female outnumber the males in every category of 

participation. 
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Figure 3: Participants' Gender 
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Figure 4 shows the participants' involvement as to their length of membership at 

Lexington Baptist Church. The investigator can conclude that the longer the person is a 

member of Lexington Baptist Church, the more likely that the person will be involved in 

a local outreach ministry. It is interesting to note that there were some who were not 
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members of Lexington Baptist Church, yet still plugged in to doing local missions 

outreach. 

Figure 4: Participants' Length of Membership 

Not a One Year 2-4 Years 5-9 Years 10-19 20+Years 
Member or Less Years 

a Not Participated O Participated 

The investigator sought to profile the participants' attendance in worship. An 

overwhelming majority attend at least twice a month, as shown by Figure 5. 

Figure 5: Participants' Worship Attendance 

500 383 

•None 

• Once a Month 

Another attribute that the investigator sought to profile was whether or not a 

relationship exists between the participants' involvement in local outreach missions as to 
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whether or not they invited persons to church. By the results of Figure 6, it is obvious 

that inviting persons to church is a high priority at Lexington Baptist Church, regardless 

of the participants' degree of engaging in local outreach missions. Even among persons 

who had not participated in local outreach missions this past year, an overwhelming 

number stated that they at least sometimes invited persons to church. 

Figure 6: Participants inviting other persons to church 
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Figure 7 shows that an overwhelming number of participants in the survey are married. 
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The investigator asked the participants about the proximity of their homes to 

Lexington Baptist Church (Figure 8). It was found that the majority of those persons 

surveyed live less than 20 minutes to the church. The greatest number of people 

surveyed travel 11-20 minutes from home to church. Only 13 percent of the people 

surveyed travel more than 20 minutes to church, thus the investigator can conclude that 

the participants' proximity to the church has no bearing on whether the persons engage in 

local missions outreach. 

The final general profile question asked the participants to denote which forms of 

communication they preferred receiving from the church. The participants could mark as 

many as were applicable. 
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According to Figure 9, email is the most preferred method of receiving 

communication from the church. The graph clearly shows that the United States Mail 

and telephone calls are highly preferred methods of communication as well. Of the three 

most desired forms of communication, the telephone calls would be considered the most 

personal, since that would be an intentional call to a specific person. The missions 

planning team might take the making of phone calls into consideration especially since 

many persons feel that they must be asked to participate in local missions, as the 

investigator will talk about further in this chapter. 

Figure 9: Participants' Preferred Methods of Receiving 
Communication from the Church 

•Email 

•Electronic Newsletter 

a Text Messaging 

OSocial Networks 

DU.S.Mail 

a Phone Call 

It is the investigator's desire to learn the participants' attitudes toward local 

missions outreach. Question 11 asks the participants to rate from 1 to 6 the importance of 

various reasons of doing local missions outreach, with 1 being very important and 6 

being not at all important. 

Figure 10 shows the number of persons who rated each reason as " 1 " meaning 

very important. The top three reasons are "showing compassion to individuals in need," 
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"showing thanks for what God has done for me," and "I believe it is what Jesus wants me 

to do." 

Figure 10: Reasons for Doing Mission. Question 11 - Very Important 

I believe it is what Jesus wants me to do 

I feel "gifted" in those areas of ministry 

It gives me a sense of being true to faith 

It gives me a sense of Spiritual fulfillment 

I am following the leadership of the Spirit 

Doing what is expected by church leaders 

Showing thanks for what God has done for me 

Obeying a sense of call or direction from God 

Bringing persons served by outreach as potential 
members 

Bringing persons served by outreach ministries to 
the Chrisitian faith 

Helps me experience God in a deeper way 

Helping make society more just 

Showing compassion to individuals in need 272 

Figure 11 shows the other end of the spectrum, the number of persons who rated 

each reason as "6" meaning not important at all. The top three reasons are: "doing what 

is expected by church leaders," "helping make society more just" and "showing thanks 

for what God has done for me." 
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Figure 11: Participants' Reasons for Doing Local Outreach Ministries 

I believe it is what Jesus wants me to do 

I feel "gifted" in those areas of ministry 

It gives me a sense of being true to faith 

It gives me a sense of Spiritual fulfillment 

I am following the leadership of the Spirit 

Doing what is expected by church leaders 

Showing thanks for what God has done for me 

Obeying a sense of call or direction from God 

Bringing persons served by outreach as potential 
members 

Bringing persons served by outreach ministries to 
the Chrisitian faith 

Helps me experience God in a deeper way 

Helping make society more just 

Showing compassion to individuals in need 

Question 12 asks the participants to rate Lexington Baptist Church's current 

performance of specific tasks. Figure 12 shows that, overall, the participants are 

generally satisfied with the specific tasks listed. 



Figure 12: Lexington Baptist Church's Performance 

a Receives Too Much Emphasis 

• Needs to Give More Emphasis 

w No Response 

• Generally Satisfied 

Taking short-term mission trips to share the 
gospel with unreached people groups 

Supporting the world mission of the church 
through study and giving 

Providing a caring ministry for the sick, 
shut-ins, those in crisis, and the bereaved 

Encouraging members to act on their 
relationship of the Christian faith to social, 

political, and economic issues 

Encouraging acts of charity and service for 
persons in need 

Sharing the good news of the gospel with 
the unchurched 

Question 13 asks the participants to rate the importance of characteristics of 

Lexington Baptist Church. Out of the seven characteristics listed, many were considered 

very important, but the three most essential are (1) encouraging members to share their 

faith, (2) an active evangelism program, inviting the un-churched to attend, and (3) 

providing aid and services to people in need. 
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Figure 13: The Importance of Lexington Baptist Church's Activities 

Providing opportunities for 
participation in local missions 

Encouraging people to participate in 
short-term mission trips 

Cooperation with other religious 
groups for community improvement 

An active evangelism program, 
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In Question 14, the participants rated characteristics that describe Lexington 

Baptist Church on a scale of 1 to 6 with 1 meaning "Very Much" and 6 meaning "Not at 

All." Among the participants surveyed, they consider Lexington Baptist Church a church 

that tries hard to live up to gospel principles and that is very much like a family. 

Figure 14: Participants' Description of Lexington Baptist Church 

Contemporary 

Like a family 

An agent of social 
change 
Refuge for members 
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Cares for people outside 
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gospel principles 
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Question 15 asks the participants to rate what they feel are the church's priority 

level for various things. The participants feel that the church's highest priorities are (1) 

encouraging members to participate in short-term mission trips, (2) giving assistance to 

persons in crisis, and (3) outreach and ministry to people who do not attend church. 
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Figure 15: The Priority that the Participant Feels the Church Places 
on the Following: 

y No Response a Low Priority • Medium Priority • High Priority 

Training members to share their faith with friends 
and strangers 

Encouraging members to participate in short-term 
mission trips 

Networking with local nonprofits, civic groups, 
and other churches 

Giving assistance to persons in crisis 

Spreading the gospel through organized 
evangelism 

Providing social services ministries to meet basic 
needs 

Evangelism in the local community 

Outreach and ministry to people who do not attend 
church 

In the final question, the investigator sought to discover reasons why persons do 

not participate in local missions outreach ministries at Lexington Baptist Church. Of the 

persons who did not respond to this question, many wrote a note stating that they were 

involved. Others noted poor health or physical problems that prevented them from 
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participation. Not surprisingly, the overwhelming response was that persons were too 

busy with work, family, and activities outside the church. It is also interesting to note 

that outside of being too busy, the next two highest responses were (1) "no one asked me 

to get involved" and (2) "I do not think that I am gifted in this area." The investigator 

can conclude that the participation in local mission outreach ministries at Lexington 

Baptist Church could be strengthened by personally calling persons to invite them to 

participate and by focused outreach training through mission education. 
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Response Analysis after Completion of Education Study and Praxis 

The persons who participated in a local mission project were given an interview 

completion survey to respond to what they had learned during the 4-week educational 

study presented by the investigator. The interview was designed to determine whether or 

not the participants could define key terms used in the course of the study, whether or not 

the participants understood the biblical concept of a local church's mission, and whether 

or not the participants could state the mission of Lexington Baptist Church and how the 

church can better reach and powerfully impact the local community with the gospel. 

The education study response interview had a total of ten questions (Appendix 

D). For each question, the investigator rated the participants' response with a 0, 5, or a 

10. The 0 rating means that the investigator thought the response was inaccurate to a 

particular question. The 0 rating was also given if there was no response given to a 

particular question. The 5 rating means that the participant partially responded, meaning 

there was some degree of understanding of the concept or key terms. The 10 rating 

means that the participant responded with clear statements and accurately stated the 

concept or term to the investigator's satisfaction. 

There were a total of 25 persons who attended the 4-week study with an average 

attendance of 16 persons. When assessing the responses the investigator felt that there 

were some interesting findings. A significant number of participants could not define key 

terms such as "missio Dei" and "missional." An overwhelming number of persons stated 

clear definitions for "gospel" and "missionary." Many participants were aware of 

Lexington Baptist Church's mission, yet far fewer could actually state how Lexington 

Baptist Church is involved in local mission. Similarly, many participants had a clear 
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biblical understanding of the local church's mission, yet far fewer participants could state 

more than two scriptures supporting that biblical understanding. 

Figure 17: Responses to the Educational Study Interview Completion 

How can the church powerfully impact 
the community with the gospel? 

What is the meaning of the word 
"missionary"? 

What is the meaning of the word 
"missional"? 

How does LBC participate in local 
church's mission? 

How can the church reach the local 
community with the gospel? 

What is the meaning of the phrase 
"gospel"? 

What scriptures give evidence to the 
meaning of mission? 

What is the meaning of the phrase 
"missio Dei"? 

What is your biblical understanding of 
the church's mission? 

What is the mission of LBC? 

0 5 
Q Participant Clearly States Response 
• Participant Partially States the Response 
• Participant Does Not State Response or Incorrectly States Response 
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The persons who participated in the local mission project were also given an 

interview of response to the praxis (Appendix F) to evaluate their experience in which 

they chose to participate. Some of the participants were already committed to 

participating in a local mission outreach. The following chart compares the first time 

participants with those participants already committed to participating. 

a First-time Ministry 
Participant 

• Already Involved in 
Ministry 

Figure 18: Number of persons who are first-time 
v y 

For the most part, the people who had already been involved in some sort of 

ministry had very positive feelings and attitudes about engaging in local community 

missions projects. Those participants have learned a great deal from their involvement in 

those particular ministries and they are committed to engaging in some sort of missions. 

The people who were not already involved in some sort of missions had very negative 

feelings and attitudes about engaging in local community projects. Those participants, 

also, have learned a great deal from their participation. The majority of those participants 
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expect to commit to working with a ministry on a regular basis, even if it is a different 

ministry from the one in which they participated. 

Figure 19: Responses to the Praxis Evaluating Participants' 
Experience Questions 

<S 

tr\ 

M i 

a Describe your feelings about engaging in a local community project 
a What was your attitude for participating in local missions? 
a What did you glean from the mission project? 
• Will you participate in another mission project outside the church? 
• What did you learn from this experience? 

While each of the five ministry areas were represented with participants, it is 

interesting to note that the majority of the participants chose Red Bank Elementary 

School with which to do their ministry. Many of the Red Bank Elementary participants 

stated some connection with children. Some of the participants had already been 
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involved with the mentoring program at the school, while it was the first experience for 

other participants. 

Both of the participants for the LICS and the Streetside Ministries stated feeling 

as if their eyes were opened to the needs of others around them. Most participants 

commented how fortunate they felt when they came into contact with people less 

fortunate than themselves. For them, it was not only an eye opener to see the first-hand 

needs and conditions of people in their community, but it was also an opportunity to 

bring an encouraging word of spiritual food and comfort as they ministered to the 

physical needs of the people they encountered. On the other end of the spectrum, one 

participant stated that the persons that he encountered just need to get a job and stop 

taking handouts and living off of his taxes. 

Figure 20 shows the number of participants per mission choice of engagement. 

Figure 20: Participants' Local Missions Choice 

•DayBreak Crisis Pregnancy 
Center 

aLICS 

D Prison Ministry 

•Red Bank Elementary 

o Streetside Ministries 

V. J 
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The female participants who chose to minister through the DayBreak Crisis 

Pregnancy Center all felt a special calling to encourage the women in the center. One of 

participants felt strongly about the ministry because of a past personal experience. 

During one of her pregnancies, the doctors offered the option of aborting her fetus 

because of the high risk of radiation exposure. As a result of her experience, she has 

empathy for women who are experiencing a crisis involving a pregnancy. 

The participants who worked with the prison ministry all agreed on how that 

particular ministry was so greatly needed. One of the participants was not new to prison 

ministry. In fact, his son had been imprisoned at one point, which led this participant to 

commit to ministering to men behind bars. The other participants did not feel like they 

were called to do that particular ministry and would probably not participate again. 

Additional Stories from Praxis 

The following are additional stories from the participants about their experiences 

in missions: 

"Going to feed the homeless was a frightening thought to me. I have never gone 
out to feed people that are looking for food. I was ridiculously scared. The 
people looked like they had really been living on the streets. Some were white 
and the others, African-Americans. The people that we ministered to looked 
rough. They were smelly, dirty, and hungry. I was shocked to see this with my 
own eyes." 

"I think Christians should rise to the occasion and mentor kids in the school 
systems. There are many kids waiting for someone to talk with them about their 
day. It took me a while to get there, but I thank God for helping me to recognize 
this opportunity right here in my backyard." 

"I showed up to help with the feeding ministry downtown. We were unpacking 
the food and some of the homeless people were lying on the benches resting from 
heat and hunger, I guess. I heard one of them saying, "Hey, y'all. How are you 
doing? We are glad to see you." His hair had not been combed in days. The 
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man's face was covered with hair around face and chin. He looked gruffly. The 
man's lips were purple and red from drinking liquor. His collarbone was 
protruding from his chest as if he was malnourished and dehydrated. He heard 
one of young ladies talking about her need for a job. The gentleman jumped up 
from the bench and said, "Let's pray for her. She needs a job." He encouraged 
everybody to gather in a circle to pray. He led the prayer for her. Our team was 
flabbergasted. We were awed by God through a homeless man." 

"I did not feel like I was equipped to do this kind of work. I have always 
depended on our ministers. We do pay them. But God helped me to see that I can 
make a difference in people's lives." 

"Decisions. Decisions. People need wisdom. Teenagers need guidance and 
supervision. Abortion is a huge matter in this community. God has helped me to 
close my mouth and listen to the young ladies considering abortion. My prayer 
life has changed." 

"The community needs the church. There are lots of unsaved people. The church 
and local missions are on different pages. This experience has taught me to work 
with other people in the body of Christ." 

"Some of the inmates spoke with boldness; their faith seems strong in the Lord. 
One brother said, "I am blessed and highly favored." 

"I saw Daybreak give hope for women and men. So many women begin to 
believe the lies Satan lays before them and they are confused. Daybreak reaches 
that gap and draws them to God's promises He has for all of us. God wants to use 
our trials and the love of Christ to reach those who are hurting and in need of the 
Word." 

Challenges of Research Methodology 

The investigator felt that there were definitely challenges when doing the research 

methodology. One challenge was getting the participants to commit and come to the 4-

week study. Only 25 persons participated, with an average of 16 for each week. 

Handouts with study content were available for those who missed the classes, but few 

took advantage of the handouts. Many persons wanted to spend more time (with doing 

the survey) than was allotted during the Sunday School time. As a result, many of the 

surveys were turned in late. Some possible solutions to this problem could have been 
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allowing more time for the survey to be completed and/or creating an electronic form or 

online survey which could be submitted to the investigator while keeping the anonymity 

of the participant. 

Conclusion 

The underlying thesis of this research project is to determine what Lexington 

Baptist Church understands about mission in general and the effect of local engagement 

in the community. The investigator of this project believes that Lexington Baptist 

Church has the possibility of being a strong missional church. The survey (analysis and 

interpretation), educational mission study and local mission engagement experiences all 

proved to be worthy research about what the church understands about mission and their 

local engagement in the community. Here is what all this research means to this 

congregation. 

From the initial survey, 70 percent had participated in at least one local mission 

engagement in the previous year. While the percentage of persons engaging in local 

mission is high, the investigator found that almost all of those participants had no correct 

theological understanding of the local mission engagement. The concept of missio Dei 

and a clear understanding of the meaning of the gospel were not factors in their decision 

to participate in local mission. Furthermore, the persons involved in local mission 

engagement were extremely helpful in the chosen ministries, yet the participants did not 

share their faith or take advantages of opportunities to engage in spiritual discussions 

with the people whom they were assisting. 
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Although Lexington Baptist Church has had a long history of involvement in 

mission engagement, it is has not been characterized as a missional church. The church 

has invited the membership to participate in events like "Operation Inasmuch," "Oil 

Change for Widows," and "Loving Lexington." These events are viewed as mere 

ministry versus missions. Typically, the local fellowship sends groups between 40-75 

people on short-term mission trips annually. For instance, this past year, teams went to 

Russia, Guatemala, Haiti, and Honduras. The youth of the church served with World 

Changers and Centrifuge. Special events are one of the key ideas that drive most of what 

happens in the life of the church. Dan Sheffield, author of Recovering the Missional 

Church, states the following: 

In modern history, the Western evangelical church has seen the mission task as 
primarily a sending activity. That is, there are needs "out there" for gospel 
proclamation and so we have "sent" gifted (at least in some cases) workers from 
"us to them." We have set up specialist structures (agencies/autonomous or 
departments/semi-autonomous) to guide our sending activities.1 

Lexington Baptist Church has been one of the leaders among local churches when 

considering the amount of financial support given to the local association, state, and 

national agencies. Figure 12 shows a high number of participants who have taken short-

term mission trips and who have supported the world mission of the church through study 

and giving. However, Lexington Baptist Church has often neglected the local community 

because of the mindset of sending people "over there" or "out there" with the gospel. 

Mission must not be just a program of the church. The local church must join God in the 

redemptive work of humanity. 

1 Dan Sheffield, "Recovering the Missional Church," Dan Sheffield Website, 
online: http://sheffield.typepad.com/Articles/RecoveringtheMissionalChurch.pdf. 
(accessed 7 October 2011), 1. 

http://sheffield.typepad.com/Articles/RecoveringtheMissionalChurch.pdf
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Despite the level of involvement in mission engagement, it is not surprising that 

the Lexington Baptist congregation has a mistakened rationale of what it means to be 

missional. The investigator suggests that clarifying the meaning of mission and the 

importance of doing mission in the local context must be emphasized if people are to 

engage in both. Sheffield continues 

Local churches have had very little to do with the mission task beyond releasing 
workers and finances so the specialist structures could do their specialized work. 
The mythologized rationale for this model follows William Carey's experience -
if the established church won't get involved in doing the mission task, then we 
will have to set up separate structures ("means") to allow this to happen. And thus 
was bom the modern missionary movement.2 

When the participants were asked their reasons for doing local outreach, the top three 

responses were (1) "doing what is expected by church leaders", (2) "helping make society 

more just", and (3) "showing thanks for what God has done." As a result, the 

investigator believes that mission education should be an ongoing study throughout the 

life of Lexington Baptist Church. 

Overall, the investigator believes that Lexington Baptist Church should focus on 

mission education and local engagement if she is to be a strong missional church in the 

21st Century. The first area of concentration should be mission education (the why). The 

church should focus on mission education in three distinct areas: the theological and 

biblical foundations of mission, the practical (the marketplace, building relationships with 

people), and developing disciplines of the faith. Lexington Baptist Church must be 

faithful to its context, that is, it must be culturally relevant within our area. The church 

must learn to relate constantly and dynamically both to the gospel and the contextual 

realities that surrounds the local fellowship. Secondly, the church should concentrate its 

2 Dan Sheffield, Ibid. 
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efforts in local engagement (the where). The church must assess the culture critically, 

discerning and interpreting the environment and values that make up the community. 

These areas of concentration will guide the church toward a missional future. 

Mission Education 

The first component of the mission education should consist of an introduction to 

the theological and biblical concepts of mission. In this particular class, biblical texts for 

understanding mission should be discussed. The concept of the missio Dei should be 

introduced. Emphasis should also be placed on the contextual idea that we are 

surrounded by a mission field as opposed to our denominational history of sending 

missionaries to the foreign lands of the world. 

A second component of the mission education should focus on sharing one's faith 

with others and should discuss key terms such as "missional," "gospel," and 

"missionary." Mission education will help believers recognize that every believer is a 

missionary. An emphasis on building relationships for marketplace evangelism should be 

encouraged as all believers see their vocation/professional arena of life as a mission field. 

This component of the mission education will help believers recognize the urgency of 

engaging co-workers, friends, and neighbors not only with the mundane things of life but 

with a deliberate focus on making the gospel relevant to their lives. 

The final component of the mission education should focus on disciplines of the 

faith with an emphasis on how the participants can encourage others in their journey of 

following Jesus to the ends of the Earth. Lexington Baptist Church membership will 

have a greater understanding of the importance of developing its prayer life (individually 
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and corporately), spending time in the presence of God (the Word, worship, and 

creation), and engaging each other in the world around them (spiritual conversations and 

growth). 

Local Engagement 

The second major area of concentration is local mission engagement. Mission 

engagement and mission education go hand and hand. Mission is founded on the mission 

of God in the world, rather than the church's effort to extend herself.3 Local engagement 

is about building relational efforts with those in the community. The investigator 

believes that God is calling Lexington Baptist Church to be a sent community as the salt 

and light of the world. This will allow the church to be a transformative presence of the 

hope of Jesus Christ. Missiologist Alan Roxoburgh concurs with the above statement: 

In this "in-between time" in Western society, however, missional churches are 
emerging which are repositioning themselves as task-groups, as communities on a 
mission with the Spirit, responding to their contexts with authentic engagement. 
These missional churches are leveraging their own local intercultural ministries 
into international ministry engagement. And these new missional churches often 
have leaders rooted in a theology of mission and able to direct that engagement.4 

The investigator of this research project has already identified several areas of 

engagement for the church family. There are many other areas to doing local mission in 

Lexington. The research indicates that members of this congregation want to be engaged 

in local missions, take short-term mission trips, cooperate with other religious groups for 

community improvement, participate in an active evangelism process, provide aid and 

3 Darrell Guder, Missional Church, 83. 

4 Alan Roxoburgh, The Missionary Congregation, Leadership and Liminality 
(Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press International, 1997), 50. 
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services to people in need, share their faith more, and support social action groups in the 

church. These areas include mentoring boys and girls in the Red Bank Elementary 

School, serving tables at the Lexington Interfaith Community Services Agency, 

Streetside Ministries for the homeless and hungry, prison ministry, and Daybreak 

Pregnancy ministry. The congregation can continue to engage these opportunities with 

fervor and commitment. The investigator of this research project was privileged to have 

18 first-time participants that had first-hand experience about being on mission with God 

in the community. The investigator believes that many more that will participate if we 

encourage and ask them. Dan Sheffield states 

In our present context, however, we are being reminded that "the mission field" 
is no longer only "over there" - we, as Westerners, are also living in a post-
Christian society to which the mission needs to be extended. We can no longer 
only "send over there," we now need to "be sent" in our own social contexts. This 
is precisely where local churches are now scrambling to discover how to be 
missional churches in their own communities, as well as beyond. 5 

In addition to the mission educational studies and local engagement, there are also 

some key steps that Lexington Baptist Church staff can take in ensuring that the church is 

moving toward being a strong missional church. The first step is for the church staff to 

model a pattern of local engagement themselves and then encourage the members to 

follow their lead. The church leadership is crucial when inviting members to engage in 

local mission. Figure 16 shows the responses of the participants when asked about the 

single most reason that they did not participate. Aside from being too busy, the next 

popular answers were: "No one asked me to" and "I do not feel gifted in this area." 

Many of the members will respond to a personal invitation from the church leadership. 

And for those participants who do not feel gifted, the church leadership can also help 

5 Dan Sheffield, Recovering the Missional Church, 2. 
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members discern their gifts in order to connect with others and be productive in their 

relationship with Jesus. 

A second key step for the church leadership is to make sure that the participants 

are prepared. According to the interviews after the field study, the investigator noticed 

that an overwhelming majority of the participants said that they would participate again. 

Yet, almost all had a great deal of anxiety because they did not know what to expect for 

the first time. The investigator suggests setting aside a time when persons who are 

participating in specific ministries and missions for the first time can have some sort of 

orientation so that the new participants can have an increased comfort level when 

engaging in mission. After the completion of a local engagement, participants should be 

debriefed about what they have gleaned from the opportunity in ministry. 

A third key step for church leadership is to make local mission engagement an 

integral part of the church's fabric by the following opportunities. (1) Encourage Sunday 

School classes and other small groups to engage in a local mission project on a regular 

basis. It is hopeful that this process of education will forge a sense of doing mission not 

only in Jerusalem (at home) but into Samaria (outside of Lexington), Judea (around our 

nation) and to the ends of the earth. (2) The church must develop ways to rejuvenate 

those persons who feel burned out from their participation. (3) The staff can help create 

and identify ways to encourage the 18-30 age groups to involve themselves in missions. 

This particular age grouping is a growing segment in our congregation. It is imperative 

that we keep mission education and practical ways of doing mission before them. 

A fourth key step is for church leadership, namely the mission pastor, to be 

responsible for helping the congregation involve itself in the local culture. Mission is the 
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assignment given to the local church. The hiring of a new mission pastor for the 

congregation is critical to the overall understanding of the mission and our engagement in 

the local community. 

Lastly, Lexington Baptist Church is beginning to function or emerge toward the 

traits of a missional church. However, the Church is making worthy advances toward 

being missional by acknowledging the need to be on mission with God and participating 

fully in local engagement. As this local church continues to consider its future in mission, 

it will need to recognize its potential of being a missional church and the dividends that 

will be paid as it seeks to be more faithful to its calling. 



CHAPTER 5 

FUTURE OUTLOOK FOR MISSION EDUCATION AND 
CONGREGATIONAL ENGAGEMENT 

The underlying thesis of this project is to determine what the church understands 

about mission in general and the effect of local engagement in the community. Many 

conclusions may be drawn from this project that could possibly have a direct benefit not 

only for the Lexington Baptist Church congregation, but for any church that is seeking to 

understand the mission of the church and involve its members in local engagement. 

Mission Education 

Mission Education is the critical component in understanding the mission of God 

in the local church. It is a direct approach of exposing the people of God about the heart 

of God. Mission is the result of God's initiative, rooted in God's purposes to restore and 

heal creation.' The more individuals and the corporate body of the church understand 

the mission of God, the more active the local church will engage in missions and ministry 

opportunities throughout its context. 

Lexington Baptist Church is in pursuit of becoming a missional church. The 

people of this congregation are conscious of God's mission but their depth of knowledge, 

1 Darrell Guder, Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in 
North America (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 4. 
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understanding, and participation into local engagement is a challenge. The church will 

benefit from mission education if it is a constant before the congregation. Mission 

education must be part of the ongoing conversations in prayer, discipleship, worship and 

spiritual formation, leadership development, and multiplication. 

Simply stated, mission begins with God and it ends with God. The mission of the 

church is centered on the purposes of God. In The Book, the Circle and the Sandals, the 

authors suggest the following: 

We in the West must move beyond anti-colonialism to world thinking. We must 
see that the earth is being united through interlocking sociocultural systems. We 
must recognize that God is raising up a world church, and that we are no longer 
the center but partners with churches in other lands.2 

The mission precedes the movement of God and the activities by which God's people 

emerge. God's people are throughout the world. The people of God must have a 

biblical world view for all the peoples of the earth. Mission education is the avenue for 

learning and gaining knowledge, statistics, survey data, community profiles, people 

groups, and needs based on the context. 

Mission Education provides such a foundation for the local church to capture as 

visionaries, dreamers, and designers in the fabric of the body of believers for the sake of a 

dark world. It will allow the church to stay focused on those outside the church as they 

grow and mature in the Lord. The opportunities for learning about the contextual make

up of local communities ought to depict such a picture of those that are in our midst, their 

needs and concerns, and lead the church to respond with the gospel and action. 

2 J. Dudley Woodberry, Charles Van Engen, and Edgar J. Elliston, Missiological 
Education for the 21s' Century: The Book, the Circle and the Sandals (Maryknoll, NY: 
Orbis Books, 1996), 37. 
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Congregational Engagement 

The local church must be about intentionality. The investigator believes that 

where there is no intentionality about being engaged in the community with people and 

their lives, the church will fail to see God's mission for the world. The local 

congregation must practice the gospel beyond the walls of the church. The time has 

come for the church put into action what she believes in alignment with the purposes of 

God. The local church must seize the enormous opportunities of building and 

developing rewarding relationships with those in our spheres of influence. 

Congregations must be led to understand that engagement in local missions is a 

priority. There is much that the church staff leadership can do in order to help mobilize 

people in mission on location. The investigator feels that helping members explore their 

gifts and explaining some of the mission needs and opportunities to engage communities 

with the gospel will help members connect with the local people. It is obvious that some 

degree of personal contact is highly effective for getting persons to be involved in 

missions. The three most preferred methods of communication, based on Figure 9, are e-

mail, United States mail, and phone calls. Instead of general announcements from the 

pulpit or newsletters regarding mission opportunities, an effort should be made to 

personally invite persons to participate in particular missions and ministries, and 

explaining how their gifts can be used in the context of Lexington Baptist Church and 

their perspective areas of involvement in life. Each local congregation should determine 

the most preferred methods of communication with its members and seek to personally 

invite persons to participate in particular missions and ministries. 
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One of the key undertakings about local engagement is learning to listen to the 

community. Ronald Johnson, author of From the Outside In, states "A church that wants 

the community to hear what it is saying must learn to listen to the community."3 He 

offers three steps to the process of learning to listen to the community: 

The church has to be absolutely willing to take input from the community and 
take it seriously. The church has to clarify its missional purpose as it responds to 
the community. The third step in helping the church to listen to the community is 
availability.4 

The church must learn and understand what is at the heart of those that live in the 

surrounding communities. The church often used strategies and methods with the 

community without ever seeking to understand the community. 

Congregational engagement into the borderlands of surroundings communities, 

cities, states, and even nations affords the opportunity of spiritual renewal, the 

establishment of new relationships, spiritual conversations, and new people coming to 

faith in Christ. New churches are planted. More followers of Christ are engaged into the 

local community as "sent" people of God. Every member recognizes that they are 

missionaries for God. The church understands the need to exegete the community. They 

recognize people groups and social economics in their context. Local churches saturate 

the community not only with missional efforts but with the gospel message of Christ. 

Overall, disciples are made and the body together exalts the name of Christ as Savior of 

the world. Finally, see the local-global missional guide for pursuing the mission of God. 

This guide can be alternated to a church's makeup. It is a schematic design of a 

missional congregation hearing and doing the work of God locally and global. 

Ronald Johnson, From the Outside In, Connecting to the Community Around 
You (St. Louis: Lake Hickory Resources, 2006), 161 - 166. 

4 Ibid., 164. 
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Schematic Design of Missional Church 
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Adapted from "Recovering the Missional Church," Dan Sheffield, 2001. 
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The schematic design above is depicting a model of a missional church that can 

reflect the heart of God's mission. The model represents the foundation of mission in this 

thesis project: Acts 1:1-8 and the future outlook of a local church becoming missional. 

Lexington Baptist Church is poised to become such a model as she embraces the mission 

with active teaching opportunities of mission education and intentional means of local 

engagement. The model helps Lexington church to focus its efforts locally with the 

intent of taking the gospel message global. The investigator has created practical means 

of learning and practicing of doing the mission of God locally by inserting venues for 

persons to participate in the work of God. 

The investigator suggests the following thoughts about a local congregation 

pursuing the mission of God in three stages - 1) Jerusalem and Judea, 2) Samaria, and 3) 

the Ends of the Earth. First, the congregation must have a local global vision of God's 

mission in Jerusalem (i.e., where we live) and Judea (i.e., those nearby) through mission 

education and local engagement. The vision ought to be cast by the spiritual leader and 

staff of the congregation. This vision can be articulated and cast forth from social 

network affinity groups in the church, the pulpit, small groups, media connections (e-

mail, newsletters), Sunday School study times, mid-week Bible Study, one-on-one 

conversations and other fellowship gatherings of the membership. God's mission should 

be an ongoing message of the congregation in its simplistic way of communication. 

Mission education is one of the prime means of getting this message before the 

congregation. In this initial stage, the local congregation identifies opportunities of 

engagement to filter the learning and teachings of Christ and the contextual makeup of 

the local community. Missions and ministries are intentionally identified as ways the 
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people of the local fellowship can readily put their hands to work while sharing the 

gospel message. For instance, at Lexington Baptist Church, members can gather insight 

about church planting, prison ministry, Streetside ministries, Lexington Interfaith 

Services, Daybreak Pregnancy ministry and other local engagements, then, actively 

participate in those opportunities. 

Next, the local congregation takes the Gospel to Samaria (i.e., every religious and 

ethnic group). The local congregation must seize the opportunity of connecting with 

those that are difference religiously and racially. The gospel is for all people. In this 

stage, the local congregation can identify unreached people groups that exist in the world 

have not ever heard about the gospel message of Christ. Strategic actions for reaching 

new people groups with the gospel are established through training and people 

development for cross cultural relationships. This missional model helps the local church 

move beyond its comfort zones to build and establish relationships across cross cultural 

barriers. The chart identifies different groups of people in Lexington County. The 

congregation must leam to deal with Hispanics, African-Americans, Muslims, and others 

in our communities. The youth are encouraged to establish hotspots (missions) around 

Lexington to develop relationships in the community by doing acts of kindness and 

community projects that offer opportunities to share their faith and hope with others. 

Starting an English class for those that desire to learn it is encouraged by this 

congregation to reach Asian Americans, in particular, and others that do not speak 

English fluently. Also, Lexington Baptist Church must seize the moment of planting 

new churches in this area and beyond. The people of the world live among us. The 
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gospel is for all the peoples of the world. It will take the local church understanding the 

mission of God locally in order to reach others abroad with the gospel. 

Thirdly, the local church must go to the ends of the earth. The investigator 

suggests that the local church must be an Acts 1:8 congregation both locally and globally. 

The local congregation should understand that the mission of God is here and there. It 

encompasses the heart of God in the heart of people everywhere and anywhere. The 

chart expresses opportunities for Lexington Baptists to engage a people group that has no 

knowledge of the gospel of Christ. The church can partner with missionaries through 

prayer support, financial stewardship, and teams going in and of a country/providence or 

nation. This local church must answer the call, the challenge, and the commitment of 

taking the gospel to the ends of the earth. People must be developed toward the 

movement of God. The movement is for all the people of the earth. The opportunity is 

ours and we must rise to seize each moment. 

The investigator believes that any local church can adopt the model expressed 

above in the schematic design. The model encourages mission education to flow directly 

from a local-global vision of the church. Mission education affords the opportunity for 

members respectively to have an ongoing sense of why we are the church and the need 

for the church to be in the local community and the world. Local engagement in the 

design helps every member of the fellowship to be engaged in a local mission by being 

the presence of Christ with people that live among us. Moreover, the investigator 

suggests that the gospel must start locally. The world has come to our doorsteps. The 

local church must be intentional about taking the teachings of Christ beyond the local 

walls into the fields of the community and reap the harvest. 
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In their book, Changing the Mind of Missions, Engel and Dryness suggest the 

following thought: 

The reign of Christ will be extended primarily through localized initiatives that 
infiltrate all segments of society. They go on to say that the local church will once 
again be affirmed as God's chosen means for spreading the gospel through 
ministry that radiates outward and multiplies from these cells of the kingdom. It's 
all about the local church!5 

The local church is the agent for God's movement to take place among all kinds of 

people that need to hear the gospel message and see the gospel message in action. 

Imagine local churches around the globe, to take on the local community with 

engagement projects that will benefit humanity. It could be a mass movement of God 

that breakout in the local environment. The movement will take us beyond our politics 

and intellectuals (singular) stances into a realm of focusing solely on the message of God. 

The investigator believes that no longer can the Church miss the opportunity of sharing 

our faith stories with those in the local marketplaces of our professions and simply in the 

communities that we live. 

Furthermore, Darrell Guder indicates that "the connectional structures of the 

church are needed to represent the missional unity that transcends all human boundaries 

and cultural distinctions."6 He continues 

The movement toward missional connectedness should be centrifugal, starting 
from particular communities and expanding to the global dimensions of the 
church, the community of communities. God's Spirit forms particular 
communities for mission in particular places and multiplies that mission by 
increasing the number of particular communities: the church moves from 
Jerusalem to Judea to Samaria and out to the ends of the earth. As this 

5James Engel and William Dryness, Changing the Mind of Missions (Downers 
Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2000), 178. 

darrell Guder, Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in 
North America (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 264. 
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happens, the Spirit has shaped this church to become multicultural, multiethnic, 
geographically extensive, and organizationally diverse.7 

Lexington Baptist Church has the potential of functioning as a missional church, sent on 

mission into her local context. Every local church must resolve to be on mission for 

Christ as beginning locally by advancing the gospel into all the earth. The local 

congregation has the potential of becoming the transformation of humanity with the 

gospel and local initiatives of engagement. The local church must impact our 

communities with the hope of Christ. 

Learnings from the Research 

What does the investigator take away from this doctoral thesis project? Was the 

thesis project a success? How can it benefit Lexington Baptist Church and future 

directions? These questions are appropriate to ask as the investigator concludes thoughts 

about such a worthy research project. 

Overwhelmingly, the investigator is elated to see the project from beginning to 

end. The task of conducting such a research project was both rewarding and challenging. 

The project was rewarding in that it provided credible information about the heartbeat of 

the church. The thesis project in its entirety was challenging because the investigator 

heard constantly from different people in the congregation, "why do we need to do this 

study or raise flags or trouble in this congregation?" Nevertheless, the investigator 

believes that this project is a remarkable work of God that has unfolded before our eyes 

as in seeking to disclose what Lexington Baptist Church understands about the mission of 

God and local congregation engagement. 

7 Ibid., 265. 
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The project is a success because the research allowed a small group of individuals 

from this congregation to be a part of looking within its DNA and discovering a few 

details about Lexington Baptist Church (LBC) understanding of mission. Too often 

persons have been asked about identifying the heart of Lexington. The quick reply has 

been that we are a missional and praying church. The reality of that statement is that a 

few people throughout the year do a few integrated projects in the community and take a 

few short term trips outside the country. The truth is clear that many people in this 

fellowship do not understand the mission of the church. The basic concepts of the 

following missional terms such as missio Dei, gospel, missionary, evangelism and etc. 

were stumbled all over after the mission education study. It is apparent that a number of 

participants in this research rely solely on the spiritual leadership to do the mission of 

God. Some of the participants felt that paid professional staff should do the work of the 

church as opposed to the local fellowship of believers. Primarily, the congregation 

desires to be on mission with God, however, getting to the root of the saying is much to 

be learned and exercised in our local communities. 

Benefits from the Research 

Lexington Baptist Church's personnel committee extended the call to our new 

mission pastor to begin working at the beginning of June 2011. After being on site for 

four months, she declared to me the following statement: "This church does not 

understand the mission of the church." Immediately, she wanted to know what was in 

place in terms of mission education, training, research, demography, and community 

profiles of the areas near the church. She declared this after meeting with different 
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groups in the church with a desire to do something in the community. One of the 

statements she heard repeatedly was that "doing disaster relief efforts" and "going on 

short-term mission trips" are the only ways the church does mission. At this moment, 

the investigator believes that this was just an affirmation to the research project of this 

thesis. 

The pastoral staffs were challenged with the research from the data and did not 

want to deal with its findings. It was like pulling teeth to get feedback from full-time 

staff at the church. If the pastor does not lead the team/staff or congregation to follow the 

mission of God, it will not happen. The investigator believes that the mission of the 

church is not the priority of the church. The mission statement of the church is, 'To 

make disciples from Lexington to around the world." The church has no clue what that 

looks like for the local community and the ends of the earth. Why? The staff and church 

are still waiting for "them" to come to us. The focus of staff leadership appears to be 

driven from how many are there on any Sunday morning. It is all about our tried and 

proven programs and events that are offered annually and provides great heart titillation 

for those in charge. Disciples are not being made. The gospel message is not reaching 

those in the local community. 

The major benefit of this thesis project is the research/data collection component 

that can help Lexington Baptist and other churches make informed decisions about 

mission education and local congregation engagement. The first advantage of the 

primary data is that it can be collected from a number of ways like questionnaires, 

interviews, study groups, etc. Secondly, it can also be collected across national borders 

through emails and posts. Thirdly, it can include a large population and wide 
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geographical coverage. Fourthly, it is relatively inexpensive. Moreover, primary data 

is current and it can better give a realistic view to the investigator about the topic under 

consideration. 

On the other hand, the major disadvantage of primary data is how to design the 

survey/questionnaire questions which can be problematic. The questions must be simple 

to understandable. Some respondents did not give timely responses. They needed more 

time to complete their survey. Sometimes, the respondents gave untrue responses that 

tried to cover up the realities. 

The data collection of this project will provide Lexington Baptist Church the 

opportunity of re-tooling efforts toward leading members to be more specific about God's 

mission. It is true that ineffective decisions are made because of inappropriate data or 

unavailable research about people groups and means of dealing with people. On one 

hand, data will provide the basis for encouraging followers of Christ to intentionally 

pursue God's heart in the local community by exegeting the community with the eyes 

Christ. On the other hand, data collection will alleviate ineffective means of overlapping 

ministries, programs, and decisions about reaching our communities to improve our 

efforts toward reaping and harvesting. Local congregations that have a reliable data 

collection system will also have a significant lead over others in terms of people needs 

and missional engagements amid the apathy of spiritual growth versus numerical growth. 

Therefore, the congregation that does the homework of its community will explore all 

means of relating to the people; even those on the marginal fringes of the community that 

need to see and hear the gospel. 
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The participants of this research were generally overwhelmed as much as the 

investigator. The investigator's attitude and surprisingly the overall attitude of the 

participants were positive and a sense of openness existed. The group of participants 

exemplified an attitude of respect and expectations were high in terms of seeing the 

results of the data and hearing some if the overall thoughts of the interviews. Above all, 

the investigator enjoyed the new relationships that were developed and the existing ones 

among the group. 

Finally, the investigator of this doctoral thesis suggests the importance of 

gathering quality data for future directions in ministry at Lexington or any church 

mission with God. The church must not be the last entity that seeks to provide the 

factual data necessary for leading the congregation to understand the mission through 

education and actively engage its community. Without quality data, churches will 

continue to miss the opportunities that are before us with inaccurate and incomplete data 

and misguided intuitions. The investigator believes that this research project has taught 

how strongly intelligence, analysis, and the work of the Holy Spirit influences the 

decision-making process as we join God in the mission of the church. 

Future Directions 

Today, Lexington Baptist Church has the potential of becoming a missional 

church. Mission education and local engagements must be a priority. The pastor and 

staff must play a leading role in guiding the church to learn how to be biblical and 

theological followers of Christ with unprecedented actions in our context. 
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Any church can move to become more missional by incorporating mission 

education and local engagement. The first step is for the church staff to model a pattern 

of learning and then practical application by local involvement in the community. 

Members of the congregation will be encouraged to become participants. The church's 

spiritual leadership is crucial when inviting members to study and engage in local 

mission. Many of the members will respond to a personal invitation from the staff 

leadership team. And for those members who do not feel gifted, the church staff can 

assist members in discerning their gifts, talents, and abilities in order to connect with 

others and be productive and multiplying followers of Christ. The second key step for 

the church leadership is to make sure that members are prepared by orientating members 

before engagement and debriefing following each assignment. A third step for church 

leadership is to make local mission engagement an integral part of the church's fabric by 

regular and systematic participation. Fourthly, the church leadership, namely the 

mission pastor, should be responsible for helping the congregation involve itself in the 

local culture. Mission is the assignment given to the local church. 

Lexington Baptist Church, and any church, must recognize and understand the 

mission of God as central to their calling to the local community and the world. The 

church that makes the mission of God her focus will intentionally engage the world. 

Understanding God's mission for the church will bring clarification of her mission as a 

called out people joining God in the redemptive work of Jesus Christ. 



APPENDIX A 

SURVEY PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 

IfflJ 
McAfee School of Theology 

Mercer University 
3001 Mercer University Drive 

Atlanta, Georgia 30341 

You are being asked to fill out a survey as a part of a research study. Before you give 
your consent to participate, it is important that you read the following and ask as many 
questions as necessary to be sure that you will understand what you will be asked to do. 

Investigator 
The investor for this research study is Rosevelt Morris, liaison in the Missions Office, 
and a student in the Doctor of Ministry program at McAfee School of Theology. His 
work telephone is 803-359-4146 and his e-mail address is 
Rosevelt@lexingtonbaptist.org. 

Purpose of the Research 
This research study is designed to test the effectiveness of mission education in 
congregation engagement at Lexington Baptist Church, Lexington, South Carolina. The 
results of this study will be included in the Doctor of Ministry thesis project of the 
investigator. 

Potential Risks or Discomforts 
There are no foreseeable risks associated with the study. 

Potential Benefits of the Research 
By completing the survey portion of the research study, you will take an active role in 
understanding the orientation of missions in congregation engagement and whether or not 
it can be changed. 
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Confidentiality and Data Storage 
Your participation in this study involves filling out a survey form at the beginning of the 
month-long study, and filling out a survey at conclusion of the month-long survey. Both 
surveys are anonymous instruments. You will not be required to share your name or any 
information that would lead the investigator to your identity. A person other than the 
investigator will collect the surveys, and Chuck Williams, lay-led leader of the Global 
Impact Team, at Lexington Baptist Church, will tabulate the results of the survey. The 
compilation of the surveys will be done outside of the church office hours. Once the data 
from the surveys is compiled, the investigator will store the surveys in a secure file for 
three years. The assembled results of the survey will be included in the research project 
of the investigator and will be provided to the church leaders for future strategy purposes. 

Participation and Withdrawal 
Participation in this research project is voluntary. You may refrain from taking the 
interview at any time during the interview. The interview is open to any of the members 
of Lexington Baptist Church who is at least twenty-one years of age. 

Questions about the Research 
Mercer University's Institutional Review Board has approved this project. If you believe 
there is any infringement upon your rights as a research subject, you may contact the 
Chair of the Institutional Review board at (478) 301-4101. 

Your Signature: 

Date: 

Principal Investigator Signature: 

Date: 
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT 

Survey Form Instructions 

Thank you for filling out the survey. Your response will help the Investigator in 
compiling his research for his Doctor of Ministry research project. You will also help 
Lexington Baptist Church understand the orientation of missions and whether or it can be 
changed. Please read the following instructions below. 

1. If you have not already done so, please read, sign, and date the Informed 
Consent Form, which pertains to this survey. This form must be completed to 
fill out the survey. There is a box in the foyer of the sanctuary and the 
fellowship hall. 

2. Only persons 18 and older are allowed to fill out the survey instrument. 

3. Please answer each question on the survey to the best of your knowledge. 

4. If you need clarification on a given question, please ask the investigator of the 
project, Rosevelt Morris. 

5. Please do not sign the survey form. The surveys must be anonymous 
documents. 

6. Please submit the surveys to one of the ushers, Sunday school teacher, place 
them in the offering plate or put them in the survey boxes in the foyer or 
fellowship hall. Do not hand survey forms to Rosevelt in order to preserve 
anonymity. 
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Understanding Mission at Lexington Baptist Church Questionnaire 

Your Church Participation (Please check only one answer for each question) 
1. How long have you been a member of Lexington Baptist Church? 

[ ] Not a member [ ] 2 - 4 years [ ] 10-19 years 
[ ] One year or less [ ] 5 - 9 years [ ] 20 years or more 

2. What age bracket are you in? 
[] 18-30 [] 31-45 [] 46-60 [] 61 or above 

3. What is your gender? 
[ ] Male [ ] Female 

4. Are you: 
[ ] Married [ ] Single [ ] Divorced [ ] Widow/Widower 

5. How many outreach ministries have you engaged in the local community in the 
past year? 

[ ] None [ ] Two [ ] Four or more 
[] One [] Three 

6. On average, about how many times have you attended church services during 
the past year? 

[ ] None [ ] About once a month 
[ ] About twice a year [ ] At least twice a month 

7. I invite people to our church: 
[ ] Often [ ] Sometimes [ ] Never 

8. How long does it usually take you to travel from your home to church? 
[ ] 5 minutes or less [ ] 11 - 20 minutes [ ] More than 30 minutes 
[ ] 6 -10 minutes [ ] 21-30 minutes 

9. How do you prefer to receive information from the church? (Please check all 
that apply.) 

[ ] e-mail [ ] text message [ ] U. S. mail 
[ ] electronic newsletter [ ] social networks [ ] phone call 

Congregational and Community Involvement 
10. How many times have you participated in a community outreach ministry in the 

past year? 
[ ] none [ ] one [ ] two 
[ ] three [ ] four [ ] five or more 
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11. For each of the following "reasons for doing outreach ministry," please circle a 
single number between 1 and 6 on each line, showing how important each reason 
is for your involvement in outreach ministry. 

Reason Very Somewhat Not at All 
Important Important Important 

1. Showing compassion to individuals in need 
2. Helping make society more just 
3. Helps me experience God in deeper way 
4. Bringing persons served by outreach 

ministries to the Christian faith 
5. Bringing persons served by outreach as 

potential members 
6. Obeying a sense of call or direction from 

God 
7. Showing thanks for what God has done for 

me 
8. Doing what is expected by church leaders 
9. I am following the leadership of the Spirit 
10. It gives me a sense of Spiritual fulfillment 
11. It gives me a sense of being true to faith 
12.1 feel "gifted" in those areas of ministry 
13.1 believe it is what Jesus wants me to do 

2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
5 
5 

6 
6 
6 
6 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

12. Please respond by indicating whether you are generally satisfied with the 
congregation's current performance of the task; whether the congregation needs 
to give more emphasis in that area (that is, needs to do more of it or do it better); 
or whether you feel the task receives too much emphasis. 

1. Sharing the good news of the 
gospel with the unchurched 

2. Encouraging acts of charity and 
service for persons in need 

3. Encouraging members to act on 
their relationship of the Christian 
faith to social, political, and 
economic issues 

Needs to 
Give 
More 

Emphasis 
1 

Generally 
Satisfied 

2 

Receives 
too much 
emphasis 

3 
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4. Providing a caring ministry for 
the sick, shut-ins, those in crisis, 
and the bereaved 

5. Supporting the world mission of 
the church through study and 
giving 

6. Taking short-term mission trips to 
share the gospel with unreached 
people groups 

Congregational and Community 

13. When you think about priorities for your church's activities in the community, 
how important are each of the following to you? (Please rate each one.) 

1. Supporting social action 
groups in church 

2. Encouraging members to 
share their faith 

3. Providing aid and services 
to people in need 

4. An active evangelism 
program, inviting the 
unchurched to attend 

5. Cooperation with other 
religious groups for 
community improvement 

6. Encouraging people to 
participate in short-term 
mission trips 

7. Providing opportunities for 
participation in local 
missions 

Essential 
1 

Very 
Important 

2 

Somewhat 
Important 

3 

Not at All 
Important 

4 

Questions About Our Church 

14. Below is a list of words or phrases that might be used to describe a church. On 
each line, please circle a single number from 1 to 6, with 1 being very much 
describes this church and 6 being does not at all describe this church. 

Very Much Not At All 
1. contemporary 1 2 3 4 5 6 
2. like a family 1 2 3 4 5 6 
3. an agent of social change 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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4. refuge for members 
5. evangelistic 
6. empowering 
7. compassionate 
8. community partner 
9. cares for people outside 

the church 
10. tries hard to live up to 

gospel principles 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

16. Please identify the priority you believe your congregation places on each of 
the following ministries: 

High Medium Low 
1. Outreach and ministry to people who 

do not attend church 
2. Evangelism in the local community 
3. Providing social services ministries 

to meet basic needs 
4. Spreading the gospel through 

organized evangelism 
5. Giving assistance to persons in crisis 
6. Networking with local nonprofits, 

civic groups, and other churches 
7. Encouraging members to participate in 

short-term mission trips 
8. Training members to share their faith 

with friends and strangers 

17. Check the single, most important reason you have not spent time involved 
in our church outreach ministries 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

] I am too busy with work, family and activities outside the church 
] I live too far away 
] These ministries do not seem important 
] The church ministries are not well organized 
] No one has asked me to get involved 
] I was involved in the past and got burned out 
] I do not think that I am gifted in this area 
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EDUCATIONAL STUDY INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM 

m 
McAfee School of Theology 

Mercer University 
3001 Mercer University Drive 

Atlanta, Georgia 30341 

You are being asked to fill out this interview as a part of a research study. Before you 
give your consent to participate, it is important that you read the following and ask as 
many questions as necessary to be sure that you will understand what you will be asked 
to do. 

Investigator 
The investor for this research study is Rosevelt Morris, liaison in the Missions Office, 
and a student in the Doctor of Ministry program at McAfee School of Theology. His 
work telephone is 803-359-4146 and his e-mail address is 
Rosevelt® lexingtonbaptist.org. 

Purpose of the Research 
This research study is designed to test the effectiveness of mission education in 
congregation engagement at Lexington Baptist Church, Lexington, South Carolina. The 
results of this study will be included in the Doctor of Ministry thesis project of the 
investigator. 

Potential Risks or Discomforts 
There are no foreseeable risks associated with the study. 

Potential Benefits of the Research 
By completing in the education study of the research study, you will take an active role in 
understanding the orientation of mission in congregation engagement and whether or not 
it can be changed. 
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Confidentiality and Data Storage 
Your participation in this study involves attending four small group sessions. These 
sessions will last approximately sixty minutes each and will consist of questions 
teachings materials about missions. The investigator will make every effort to keep 
comments of the group confidential, however, it is understood that the investigator cannot 
guarantee confidentiality on behalf of all the participants. The group meeting will be 
recorded for the purpose of note taking and transcription only. Once the data from the 
education study data has been collected, the investigator will store the notes and 
comments in a secure file for three years. At the end of this time, the records will be 
destroyed. 

The investigator will not use quotes or comments from the group sessions in the thesis 
project. 

Participation and Withdrawal 
Participation in this research project is voluntary. You may refrain from taking the 
interview at any time during the interview. The interview is open to any of the members 
of Lexington Baptist Church who is at least twenty-one years of age. 

Questions about the Research 
Mercer University's Institutional Review Board has approved this project. If you believe 
there is any infringement upon your rights as a research subject, you may contact the 
Chair of the Institutional Review board at (478) 301-4101. 

Your Signature: 

Date: 

Principal Investigator Signature: 

Date: 
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APPENDDC C 
Curriculum Outline for Four Week Educational Study 

Weekl 

Title: Understanding the Mission of the Church 

Goal: To show the importance of mission in the Church 

Objectives: 1. Review the Survey Data 

2. Overview of entire study, emphasizing the understanding of 
mission in the church and local ministry engagement 

3. Discuss biblical texts for understanding mission 
Resources: Bosch, David. Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology 

of Mission. Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1991. 

Outline: 

I. Introduction 

A. Reasoning for this study 
1. There is a need in our church to understand the 

orientation of mission. 

2. This course is meant to address the church's need and 
fulfill a requirement for the doctorate degree of the 
minister. 

B. Discuss: What are your expectations and needs for the 
study? "Why are you here?" 

C. Distribute and review the survey data and overview for the 
study 

II. Understanding the Mission of the Church 

A. What is the mission of Lexington Baptist Church? 
B. What is your biblical understanding of the church's 

mission? 
C. What is the meaning of the phrase "missio Dei"? 
D. What is the meaning of the "gospel"? 
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E. What scriptures give evidence to the meaning of mission? 
1. Acts 1:8; 1 Peter 3:15-16; Mark 16:14-18 
2. Matthew 28:18-20; Luke 24:46-48 

Week 2 

Title: Followers of Christ sharing God's Love 

Goal: To understand mission through sharing God's love 

Objectives: 

1. Discuss ways of sharing God's love 
2. Define the meaning of missional and missionary 
3. Biblical foundations for understanding mission 
4. Discussed biblical examples of sharing God's love 

A. Colossians 1:28-29; Romans 1:16 
B. 2 Corinthians 3:4-5; Romans 5:5 

Resource: McNeal, Reggie. Missional Renaissance: Changing the Scorecard 
for the Church. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2009. 

Minatrea, Milfred. Shaped by God's Heart: The Passion and 
Practices of Missional Churches. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 
2004. 

Outline: 

I. Review last week 

II. Ask: "How do you share God's love? What ways do you 
demonstrate the love of God in your life?" "Based on your 
experience, how would you define the term missionary?" 

III. Define the terms missional, missional living, and missional 
church 

IV. Five biblical distinctives form the foundation of a missional 
perspective: 

1. The Church is sent by Jesus Christ (Jn 17:18; Lk 9:2; 
Matt 28: 19-20; Acts 1:8) 

2. The Church is sent with the Cross (1 Cor 1:18, Eph 
2:16, Col 
2:14,1 Pet 2:24,2 Cor 5:17-24) 
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3. The Church is sent in Community (Acts 2:42-47; Jn 
13:34-35; 
1 John 3:16-17) 

4. The Church is sent to every Culture (John 1:14; Matt 
20:28; 
Acts 17:22-34; Luke 5:29) 

5. The Church is sent for the King and His Kingdom (Matt 
10:7; 
25:34; Luke 4:43; Rev 11:15-17; Jer 10:7; John 18:36) 

V. Biblical examples of sharing God's love 

Week 3 

Title: Followers of Christ sharing God's Love in the Marketplace 

Goal: To understand the importance of building relationships 

Objectives: 

1. Demonstrate God's love toward others 
2. Develop an understanding of relational evangelism 
3. Discussing witnessing techniques 

Resources: Johnson, Ronald. From the Outside In, Connecting to the 
Community Around You. St. Louis: Lake Hickory Resources, 2006. 

Guder, Darrell. Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the 
Church in North America. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998. 

Outline: 

I. Review the course, week by week, up until this session. 

II. Examining the building blocks to building relationships 

A. Love 
B. Encouragement 
C. Respect 
D. Accept responsibility 

III. Relational Evangelism: Witness in the marketplace 
A. Motivations to witnessing 
B. How to witness for Christ 

IV. Becoming Risk Taker for Christ 
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V. Biblical examples in the marketplace 
A. Isaiah 1:6, "Here am I, send me" 
B. Luke 10:2, "Christ is calling us to go" 
C. Acts 17:16-30, "Paul, the missionary" 
D. John 4, Jesus and the Woman of Samaria 
E. Acts 8, Phillip and the Ethiopian Eunuch 

VI. Identifying ways the local church can reach the community 

Week 4 

Title: Understanding God's mission through disciplines of the faith 

Goal: To identify and practice some basic disciplines of the faith 

Objectives: 

1. Discuss ways disciplines can strengthen the follower of Christ 
in their journey 

2. Develop an understanding of mission which focuses on the 
disciplines 

3. Rubric interview 

Resource: Johnson, Ronald. From the Outside In, Connecting to the 
Community Around You. St. Louis: Lake Hickory Resources, 2006. 

Guder, Darrell. Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the 
Church in North America. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998. 

Outline: 
I. Review the course, up until this last session. 

II. Discuss disciplines of the faith 
A. Praise and Worship 
B. Reading and Studying the Word of God 
C. Prayer 
D. Repentance 
E. Fasting 
F. Forgiveness 
G. Fellowship 

III. Interview participants in regards to the rubric (Appendix D) 



APPENDIX D 

EDUCATIONAL STUDY INTERVIEW COMPLETION QUESTIONS 

rm 
McAfee School of Theology 

Mercer University 
3001 Mercer University Drive 

Atlanta, Georgia 30341 

You are being asked to fill out this interview as a part of a research study. Before you 
give your consent to participate, it is important that you read the following and ask as 
many questions as necessary to be sure that you will understand what you will be asked 
to do. 

Investigator 
The investor for this research study is Rosevelt Morris, liaison in the Missions Office, 
and a student in the Doctor of Ministry program at McAfee School of Theology. His 
work telephone is 803-359-4146 and his e-mail address is 
Rosevelt@lexingtonbaptist.org. 

Purpose of the Research 
This research study is designed to test the effectiveness of mission education in 
congregation engagement at Lexington Baptist Church, Lexington, South Carolina. The 
results of this study will be included in the Doctor of Ministry thesis project of the 
investigator. 

Potential Risks or Discomforts 
There are no foreseeable risks associated with the study. 

Potential Benefits of the Research 
By completing in the education study of the research study, you will take an active role in 
understanding the orientation of mission in congregation engagement and whether or not 
it can be changed. 
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Confidentiality and Data Storage 
Your participation in this study involves attending four small group sessions. These 
sessions will last approximately sixty minutes each and will consist of questions 
teachings materials about missions. The investigator will make every effort to keep 
comments of the group confidential, however, it is understood that the investigator cannot 
guarantee confidentiality on behalf of all the participants. The group meeting will be 
recorded for the purpose of note taking and transcription only. Once the data from the 
education study data has been collected, the investigator will store the notes and 
comments in a secure file for three years. At the end of this time, the records will be 
destroyed. 

The investigator will not use quotes or comments from the group sessions in the thesis 
project. 

Participation and Withdrawal 
Participation in this research project is voluntary. You may refrain from taking the 
interview at any time during the interview. The interview is open to any of the members 
of Lexington Baptist Church who is at least twenty-one years of age. 

Questions about the Research 
Mercer University's Institutional Review Board has approved this project. If you believe 
there is any infringement upon your rights as a research subject, you may contact the 
Chair of the Institutional Review board at (478) 301-4101. 

Your Signature: 

Date: 

Principal Investigator Signature: 

Date: 



APPENDIX D 

EDUCATIONAL STUDY INTERVIEW COMPLETION QUESTIONS 

1. What is the mission of the church? Lexington Baptist Church? 

2. What is your biblical understanding of the mission of the local church? 

3. What is the meaning of the phrase "missio Dei"? 

4. What scriptures give evidence to the meaning of mission? 

5. What is the meaning of the phrase "gospel"? 

6. How can the church reach the local community with the gospel? 

7. How does the Lexington Baptist Church participate in the mission of the 
church? 

8. What is the meaning of the word "missional"? 

9. What is the meaning of the word "missionary"? 

10. How can the church powerfully impact the community with the gospel? 



APPENDIX E 

PRAXIS PARTICIPATION INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM 

tm 
McAfee School of Theology 

Mercer University 
3001 Mercer University Drive 

Atlanta, Georgia 30341 

You are being asked to fill out this interview as a part of a research study. Before you 
give your consent to participate, it is important that you read the following and ask as 
many questions as necessary to be sure that you will understand what you will be asked 
to do. 

Investigator 
The investor for this research study is Rosevelt Morris, liaison in the Missions Office, 
and a student in the Doctor of Ministry program at McAfee School of Theology. His 
work telephone is 803-359-4146 and his e-mail address is 
Rosevelt® lexingtonbaptist.org. 

Purpose of the Research 
This research study is designed to test the effectiveness of mission education in 
congregation engagement at Lexington Baptist Church, Lexington, South Carolina. The 
results of this study will be included in the Doctor of Ministry thesis project of the 
investigator. 

Potential Risks or Discomforts 
There are no foreseeable risks associated with the study. 

Potential Benefits of the Research 
By completing in the education study of the research study, you will take an active role in 
understanding the orientation of missions in congregation engagement and whether or not 
it can be changed. 
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Confidentiality and Data Storage 
Your participation in this study involves attending four small group sessions and 
participation in a mission immersion praxis. The study sessions will last approximately 
sixty minutes each and will consist of questions regarding the teachings about mission 
and the associated praxis. The time given to the immersion will depend upon the location 
and nature of the praxis. The investigator will make every effort to keep all comments of 
the group confidential, however, it is understood that the investigator cannot guarantee 
confidentiality on behalf of all the participants. The group meeting will be recorded for 
the purpose of note taking and transcription only. Once the data from the education study 
data has been collected, the investigator will store the notes and comments in a secure file 
for three years. At the end of this time, the records will be destroyed. 

The investigator will not use quotes or comments from the group sessions in the thesis 
project. 

Participation and Withdrawal 
Participation in this research project is voluntary. You may refrain from taking the 
interview at any time during the interview. The interview is open to any of the members 
of Lexington Baptist Church who is at least twenty-one years of age. 

Questions about the Research 
Mercer University's Institutional Review Board has approved this project. If you believe 
there is any infringement upon your rights as a research subject, you may contact the 
Chair of the Institutional Review board at (478) 301-4101. 

Your Signature: 

Date: 

Principal Investigator Signature: 

Date: 



APPENDIX F 

PRAXIS EVALUATING PARTICIPANTS' EXPERIENCE QUESTIONS 

1. Describe your feelings about engaging in a local community mission project? 

2. What was your attitude for participating in local missions? 

3. What did you glean from the mission project? 

4. Will you participate in another mission project outside the church? 

5. What did you learn from this experience? 
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